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Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Wavelets and Singular Integral Operators 
Submitted by LAU Shui-kong, Francis 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 1999. 
Wavelets were introduced in the beginning of the 1980s. They have attracted 
considerable interest from the mathematical community. This subject was influ-
enced by ideas from pure and applied mathematics (harmonic analysis, functional 
analysis, approximation theory, numerical analysis, fractal set etc.), engineering 
(image processing, subband coding) and physics (coherent states, renormalization 
groups). 
Wavelets provide us with orthonormal bases for L^(R) that are particularly 
natural when dealing with the analysis that involves the action of translation, 
dilation and Fourier transformation. A function 妙 G L^(M) is an orthonormal 
wavelet provided the system {x|jj,k ： j , k G Z } is an orthonormal basis for L^(R), 
where 
^j,k{^) ：- 2 - " 2 ^ 2 — �- k) , Vj, k e z. 
This system is generated from one function 也 by translating it and dilating it. 
The factor 2—"2 is a normalization constant. 
When one looks at the above definition of wavelet for the first time, one 
question arises immediately: do wavelets exist at all? In Chapter 1，we discuss 
a general method that were introduced by Mallat and Meyer for constructing 
wavelets, namely the multiresolution analysis (MRA). We apply this method to 
obtain Daubechies wavelets as examples of compactly supported wavelets. We 
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also consider the MRA in R^, the situation is more complicated, if one makes 
certain natural assumptions, it can be shown that one needs 2^ — 1 of the gen-
erating functions i|; to form such basis. An extension of the orthonormal basis 
is the concept of frame in L^(R). Furthermore, properties of frame will also be 
included in this chapter for later use. 
Numerical algorithms designed for application of integral operators to vec-
tors will be introduced in Chapter 2. As is well known, a direct multiplication of 
a dense N x N matrix to a vector required roughly N^ operations, and this sim-
ple fact is a cause of serious difficulties encountered in large-scale computations. 
Most iterative methods for the solution of systems of linear equations involve the 
application of the matrix of the system to a sequence of recursively generated 
vectors, which tends to prohibitively expensive for large scale problems. We will 
describe a method [1] for the fast numerical application to arbitrary vectors of a 
wide variety of operators. The method normally requires 0{N) operations, and 
is directly applicable to all Calder6n-Zygmund and pseudodifFerential operators. 
In general, the scheme in this chapter can be viewed as a method for conversion 
of dense matrices to a sparse form. 
Actually, chapter 2 provides two schemes for the numerical evaluation of 
integral operators. The first one is a straight forward realization ("standard 
form") of the matrix of the operator in wavelet basis. This scheme is of order 
procedure iVlogiV. However, the second realization ("non-standard form") leads 
to an order N scheme, which will be described in this chapter in more details. 
It is a folklore that Calder6n-Zygmund operators have almost diagonal matrices 
in orthonormal wavelet bases. However, Yang [41] showed that this statement 
is not true as stated. In contrast, the non-standard matrix representation of 
Calder6n-Zygmund operators always yields almost diagonal matrices. 
In Chapter 3, we will discuss the T(l)-Theorem of David and Journe 
9]. The original proof of this theorem require the well-known near-orthogonality 
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lemma of Cotlar and Stein. However, one can apply wavelet theory to simplify 
the proof of the T(l)-Theorem. Moreover, we will state some recent results on 
the T(l)-theorem with weaker kernel conditions. 
In the final chapter, we will discuss the two results of Heil, Ramanathan 
and Topiwala [17]. Both results are arising from the Weyl correspondence. The 
Weyl correspondence is a formalism that bijectively associates to any continuous 
linear operator L : S{W) — S'{W) a distributional symbol a G <S'(M"). The 
first result investigates the asymptotic decay of the singular values of compact 
operators arising from the Weyl correspondence, the target is to obtain sufficient 
conditions on a symbol which ensure that the correspondence operator has singu-
lar values with a prescribed rate of decay. The second result is an improvement of 
the Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem in the context of the Weyl correspondence. 
The usual Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem states that the pseudodifferential op-
erator L^ is a bounded operator on L^{W) if a G C^^+H^^^)- The improved 
version states in terms of the Holder-Zygmund classes A^(M^), which says L � i s 
a bounded linear operator on L^{W) if a G A'(M^^) with s > 2n. The idea of 
the proof is to expand the symbol a in terms of a Gabor frame generated by a 
Gaussian function and use the fact that the partial sums of this expansion are 
naturally associated to finite rank operators. 
摘要 
小波的成形與發展是 8 0年代才開始的，它的興起吸引了數學界 
的關注，而小波分析的構思亦是來自多個方向，如純數學和應用數學 
(調和分析、泛函分析、逼近理論、數值分析和分形學等）、工程學 
(subband c o d i n g和圖像處理）及物理學（相干狀態和重正規化群） 
等。 
在 談 到 小 波 的 時 候 ， 人 們 的 第 一 個 話 題 常 常 是 “ 什 麼 是 小 
波？”。小波是指一函數•經過伸縮與平移後所產生的L 2 (R)的一個基 
底。若我們定義Vj,k(x)=2-j />(2-jx-W的話，則 
{¥j,k ： j . k e Z } 
就是1 2(8)的正交基° 
當人們第一次看見小波的定義時，很自然會提出一個問題，“小 
波是否存在？ ” °於第一章，我們將會討論M a l l a t及M e y e r在R上 
對小波的構作方法，名叫多分辨分析(^0?々），我們亦會討論在Rn上的 










在第三章中，我們會討論 D a v i d 及 J o u r n 6 [ 9 ] 的 T ( 1 ) 定 
理 ° 0 3 ¥丨 4 及 J o u r n 6 的證明運用到 C a l t a r 及 ^ e i n 的著名的近正 
交引理，但若我們運用小波去證明此定理，證明的過程會簡化得多。 
另外，我們還會列出數個有關T ( 1 )定理的新結果，它們均減弱了對 
核的條件。 
在第四章中，我們討論H e i l , Ramanathan及Topiwala [17； 
的結果，它們都是由W e y l對應所引發的 °第一個結果研究由 f l f e y l對 
應引發出的緊算子的奇異值的漸近衰變，目的在於獲得充足的條件確 
保^ 7生成的算子1 �的奇異值有一定的衰變率。第二個結果是在W e y l 
對應意義下的Calder6n-Vaillancourt定理。典型的（：31016�611-
Vaillancourt定理指出若(7白02"+1化 2”，則偽微分算子1。是有界的， 
但改進後的C；alder6n-Vaillancourt 定理則運用 HMder-Zygmund 類 
A s ( R n )來說明1。的有界性如下：S j e A s ( R 2 n )及 s > 2 n，則1^是 
[ 2 (8。)上的有界線性算子。證明的想法是把(/展開成由Gaussian函數 
所生成的G a b o r標架及用上其部份和對應一有限秩的算子。 
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General Theory of Wavelets 
1.1 Introduction 
For any complex-valued function ^ on R and for any j, k G Z, we let 
^jA^) = 2-^/2^(2-½ - k) . (1 .1) 
It is clear that � j ,k is the dilation by 2"^ ' and translation by k2^  of 2 _ ^ t A 
function ^ is called an orthogonal wavelet if {xpj,k : j, k G Z } is an orthonormal 
basis of L^(R). For such basis a function f G L^{R) can be represented in terms 
of {^j,k} as 
f{^) = T.T.cjM^) , (1.2) 
jez fcez 
where the coefficients Cj,k are given by 
Cj,k= / f{x)^j^k{x)dx . (1.3) 
JR 
Recently there are great amount of work to analyze functions f G L^{R) by 
using the decomposition (1.2). The coefficients Cj,k can be made computationally 
efficient by additional assumptions on 2p. 
In this chapter, we will introduce the notion of Multiresolution Analysis 
and discuss how to construct orthogonal wavelets, in particular, the compactly 
supported wavelets. They will be used in the following chapters. 
8 
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Historically, the orthonormal bases of wavelets were first constructed by 
Stromberg [38] and then by Meyer [23]. Later, the notion of Multiresolution 
Analysis was introduced by Meyer [24] and Mallat [22]. Orthonormal bases 
of compactly support wavelets with vanishing moments were constructed by I. 
Daubechies [7 . 
1.2 Multiresolution Analysis and Wavelets 
There are many possible choices of p^ which make {^j,k}j,kez an orthonormal 
basis of L2(R). They range from the Haar Wavelet, which is a step function on 
0,1], to infinitely differentiable function with support on R. Intermediate possible 
choice also exists, where 吻 is m times differentiable with compact support. All 
interesting wavelets bases are associated with a Multiresolution Analysis. 
Definition 1.2.1 A Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) consists of a sequence {Vj)je7^ 
of closed subspaces of L^ (R) satisfying 
� 
. . .^2 c Fi C Vo c y_i C V-2 c . . . (1.4) 
(ii) 一 
" J ^ = L2(R) (1.5) 
jez 
(iii) 
f]Vj = {0} (1.6) 
jGZ 
M 
/(•) G y,-+i if and only if f(2-) G V ^ ， V j G Z (1.7) 
(v) 
/(.) e Vb if and only if /(. — k) G V^，VA; G Z (1.8) 
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(vi) There exists a function 4> G Vo such that 
{0(. - k) : k G Z } (1.9) 
is an orthonormal basis for Vo • 
(1.7) and (1.9) together imply that y>j,n : n G Z } is an orthonormal basis for 
Vj for all j e Z. Since 0 G VJ) C K_i and the {0_i,n : n e Z } are an orthonormal 
basis in V_i, we have 
0 ( 4 = v ^ Z / i n 0 ( 2 : r - n ) , (1.10) 
n 
and the Fourier transform of </> satisfies 
; � . � Y M — ^ ; _ . (1.11) 
V n 
The convergence in either sum is in the L^-sense. The equation in (1.10) is called 
a dilation equation and cj) is called a scaling function. Note that 
K = (0, </>-l,n) and ^|/in|' = l • (1.12) 
nGZ 
We write (1.11) as 
m = mo( f /2 )^e /2 ) , (1.13) 
where 
mo(0 = ^ E " # - ' ^ (1.14) 
V n 
is a trigonometric series. 
Let Pj denote the orthogonal projection operator onto Vj, then (1.5) en-
sures that lim^^_ooPj/ = f for all f e L^{R). 
For every j e Z, we define Wj to be the orthogonal complement of Vj in 
Vj-i^ then we have 
Vj^i = Vj e Wj and Wj 丄 W .^' if j + j' . (1.15) 
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It follows that, for j < /, 
i-j-i 
Vj = Vi © 0 Wi^, • (1.16) 
k=0 
By (1.5) and (1.6), we see that 
L'{R)=^Wj , (1.17) 
jez 
which is a decomposition of L^{R) into mutually orthogonal subspaces, with the 
property that 
/ G Wj if and only if / ( 2 ( ) G Wo • (1.18) 
The following theorem in [8] tells us how to construct an orthogonal wavelet 
^ if a MRA is given. 
Theorem 1.2.2 Let {Vj]jez iri L^(M) be a MRA, then there exists an associated 
orthonormal wavelet basis {0j,k ： j,k e Z } for L^{R) which generates Wj such 
that 
m = e^^/'mo(e/2 + ^)0(6/2) 
(with mo defined by (1.14)), or equivalently 
^{x) = V2Y,{-ir-'T^iH2x — n) , (1.19) 
n 
(with the convergence in L^-sense) and 
Pj-i = Pj + J2i-M^j,k . (L20) 
k 
The most elementary example of MRA is obtained from a Haar system. 
The scaling function in this case is the characteristic function of the interval [0,1) 
and is denoted by X[o,i)W- Let ^{x) = x[o，i)(z)，it satisfies the dilation equation 
0(x) - 0(2x) + 0(2x - 1 )， 
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the closed subspaces Vj of L^(R) satisfy (1.4) to (1.9) is given by 
Vj = | / G L'(M) ： /|[2ifc,2.(fc+i)) = constant Vk G z j . 
Therefore, by using (1.19) in Theorem 1.2.2, the Haar function is defined as 
f 
1 for 0 < X < 1/2, 
h(x) = —1 for 1/2 < X < 1, 
0 otherwise, 
\ 
and the Haar basis is formed by functions hj,k(oc) = 2-^^^h{2'^x — k),j, k G Z. 
Historically, the first orthonormal wavelet basis is the Haar basis, con-
structed long before the term "wavelet" was coined. However, the Haar function 
is not continuous, it is not suitable for the analysis of smooth functions. 
1.3 Orthonormal Bases of Compactly Supported 
Wavelets 
In the following, we discuss how to construct compactly supported orthogonal 
wavelets briefly. The easiest way to ensure compact support for the wavelet ^ is 
to choose the scaling function 0 with compact support. Let 0 be defined as in 
(1.10) with compact support. It follows that 
hn = V2 J ^{x)^{2x - n)dx， (1.21) 
and only finitely many hn are non-zero, so that 吻 reduces to a finite linear combi-
nation of compactly supported functions (see (1.19)), and therefore automatically 
has compact support itself. 
For compactly supported 0, the 27r-periodic function ruo 
mo(0 = ^ Z " n e - _ , (1-22) 
V n 
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is a trigonometric polynomial. By the orthonormality condition (1.9) of {0o,n : 
n e Z } and the assumption that mo(0) = 1，we obtains 
K ( O I ' + K ( ^ + ^ ) r = l ve . (1.23) 
The following theorem from [8] tell us that mo is necessary and sufficient of the 
form 
1 I p-ii 
rno(e) = ( ^ " ^ ) ^ ( 0 ， （1.24) 
with N > 1, and C{^) is a trigonometric polynomial. 
Theorem 1.3.1 A trigonometric polynomial mo of the form 
1 4- p—ii 
mo(0 = ( ^ ^ ) 乂 © 
satisfies (1.28) if and only ifL{^) 二 |>^ (0|2 can be written as 
L(e) = P(sin^e/2) 
with 
P � y � = P N � y � + y N R � \ - y � (1.25) 
where 
^ 1 / N - 1 + k N , , \ 
iM2/) = E ( )y (1.26) 
k=0 k 
and R is an odd polynomial, chosen such that P[y) > 0 for y G [0,1]. • 
This theorem tells us how to construct all possible trigonometric polyno-
mial mo satisfying (1.23). It is not yet clear form the theorem, however, that 
any such mo leads to an orthonormal wavelet basis. We will see that in Theorem 
1.3.5 that mo needs to satisfy certain assumption in order to form an orthonormal 
wavelet basis. We first see the connection of the ^ with the frame. 
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Definition 1.3.2 Let H be a separable Hilhert space, and let J be a countable 
index set A family of functions {^j)jeJ 切 H is called a frame if there exist 
A > 0，B < 00 so that, for all f G H, 
A W f r < J 2 l { f , c | > j ) l ' < B W f r . (1-27) 
jeJ 
We call A and B the frame bounds. IfA = B, then the frame is said to be tight 
A frame is called exact if it ceases to be a frame when any one of its elements is 
deleted. 
The following theorem can be found in [21 • 
Theorem 1.3.3 Assume that ruo is a trigonometric polynomial satisfying (1.23)， 
with 77io(0) = 1，and define ¢, ^ by 
00 
& ( ) = ( 2 i ) - i / 2 j ] m � ( 2 — M , (1.28) 
j=i 
^(^) = - e - ^ o ( C / 2 + 7r)0(O . 
Then ¢, ^jj are compactly supported L^-functions, satisfying 
(/>(x) = V2Y,K^{2x-n), 
n 
^{x) = V2j2i-l)^hZ^M2x - n)， 
n 
where K is determined hy mo via mo{^) 二 gZlnAne_^. Moreover, {i^j^k], 
j, k e Z constitute a tight frame for L^(R) with frame constant 1. 
In order to ensure the frame {^pj,k ： j, k G Z } above to be a wavelet basis. 
We need the following conditions due to Cohen [5 . 
Definition 1.3.4 A compact set K is called congruent to [-7r, 7r] modulus 2ir if 
(i) \K\ = 27r; 
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(ii) For all ^ G [-7r, 7r]，there exists 1 G Z so that ^ + 2lir G K. 
Theorem 1.3.5 Under the hypothesis as in the above theorem, this tight frame 
is an orthonormal basis if and only if mo satisfies one of the following equivalent 
conditions: 
(i) There exists a compact set K congruent to [-7r,7r] modulus 2兀 and contain-
ing a neighborhood of 0 so that 
inf inf |mo(2-^| > 0. (1.29) 
k>o^eK 
(ii) There is no non-trivial cycle { 6 , •. •，^n}他[-7r, 7r] invariant for the oper-
ation ^ H^  2^ mod (27T) such that |mo(^)| = 1 for all j = 1, . . •, n. 
(Hi) The eigenvalue 1 of the {2N - 1) x {2N - l)-dimensional matrix A defined 
by 
N 
Aik = ^hnhk-2l^n , -A^ + 1 < l,k<N + l 
n=0 
(where we assume K = 0 for n < 0，n > N) is non-degenerate. 
1.3.1 Example : The Daubechies Wavelets 
The Daubechies wavelets [7] are compactly supported orthogonal wavelet. Its 
construction is based on Theorem 1.3.1. We let 兀爪 denote the collection of all 
polynomial of degree < m. By considering 
1 N /1 丄 \ m 
P(,) = \Y.VnZ--{^^) S{Z) 
S(z) e 7TN-m , ^(1) = 1 and S{-1) + 0 , (1.30) 
for some integer N > m ( pk to be determined explicitly). The normalization 
of S{z) in (1.30) is to ensure that P(1) = 1 and that the factor S{z) does not 
increase the multiplicity m of the root -1 of P{z). Once S{z) has been determined, 
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the orthonormal Daubechies scaling function 0^(t) can be computed by taking 
the inverse Fourier transform of the infinite product 
00 
U^) = U^{e-^^^'')， （1.31) 
k=l 
where P{z) is obtained by applying (1.30). The sequence {pk} can also be derived 
from (1.30) and the corresponding dilation equation is given by 
N 
Mt) = Y M ^ ^ - k ) • (1-32) 
k=0 
Then, the corresponding Daubechies wavelet is given by 
1 
确 = Y 1 i-l)'pi-k<Pm{^t-k) • (1.33) 
k^-N+1 
The main difficulty is to determine the polynomial factor S{z) of P(z) in 
(1.30). To do this, we observe that the Fourier representation of (1.32) is given 
by 
^^(o;) = P ( z ) ; j | ) , z = e - - • (1.34) 
Since we want the scaling function 0^(t) to be orthonormal, P[z) must satisfy 
(1.23), this means that we need 
\P{z)\^ + \P{-z)\^ = l V|;^ | = 1 . (1.35) 
To transform the condition (1.35) on P{z) to S{z), let us consider the change of 
variables 
1 - cos f . 2 f^\ /1 Q«\ 
X :=——-~~1 = sm2 (^-j , (1.36) 
and introduce the algebraic polynomial 
/Or) :=|5Xe-�2)|2 (1.37) 
Then we see that (1.35) is equivalent to 
( l - x ) ^ / ( x ) + x ^ / ( l - x ) = l V x G R . (1.38) 
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Consider the following polynomial introduced in Theorem 1.3.1, 
/ o W = E ( m + * - l y . (1.39) 
k=Q k 
By applying the Euclidean algorithm, we see that fo{x) is the one and only one 
polynomial of degree < m satisfies (1.38). Going back to the polynomial factor 
S{z) in (1.30)，we see that the solution f{x) = /o(:r) in (1.39) becomes 
| a e - ’ | 2 = g ( w + " — l ) s i n 2 � | )， (1.40) 
k=0 k 
simply by putting (1.36) into (1.39) and then into (1.37). Consequently, we must 
solve for S � e - — � i n (1.40). 
Firstly, write (1.40) as a cosine series: 
m—l 7 
|S(e-_)|2 = | + ; ^ a , c o s ( ^ ) • (1.41) 
fc=i 
where, for each k = 0 , 1 ， . . . ， m - 1, we have 
卞 1 1 /2(/c + / ) w m + A ; - / - l x 
仅於二(—1) 2 一 （ 1 ) ( k + l )• (1.42) 
Next, consider the polynomial z^-^\S{z)\^. By using the Riesz lemma 
8], we know that its roots are in reciprocal and complex conjugate pairs. More 
precisely, we have 
1 2 m - 2 
r - l | S ( ^ 2 二 _ ^ a\i.m+l\z' 
1=0 
= ^ f [ i ^ - n ) { z - ^ ) 
k=l ^ 
L 1 1 
x]J{z-zi){z-zi){z--){z--) , (1.43) 
1=1 1 1 
where K + 2L — m — l, ri, •. •, Vk i^ 0 are real numbers and 2:1, •. •, zj_, are complex 
numbers. 
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We then consider 
K L 
Sm-i{z) ••= constant x f J ( z — r^) Y[{z — zi){z - zi) , (1.44) 
k=i i=i 
where |r!|, •.., |ry|, |^ i|, •..，{zil < 1 and let S{z) = Sm-i{z) with the constant 
is chosen so that S{1) = 1. This determines S{z). 
Example (The Daubechies wavelet of order 2): For m = 2 in (1.42)，we have 
ao 二 4 and ai 二 - 1 , so that by (1.43), 
z|5i(z)P 二 ^ - 1 + 4z — z') 二 - ¾ ^ - ri)(z — - ) (1.45) 
2 Z Ti 
with 
n 二 2 - V^ (1.46) 
( ^ = 2 + \/3). Hence, it follows from (1.44) that 
Si(z) 二 constant x (z — rJ (1.47) 
= 1 ^ 卜 1 ) 
= i { ( x / 3 + l ) z - ( V 3 - l ) } , 
and from (1.30) that 
1 / i + ^\2 
P3(Z) = y P 0 + P l Z + P 2 2 : 2 + p 3 z 3 } = | ^ _ ^ J 5i(2:) (1.48) 
1 fl-V3 3-V3 3 + ^ 3 2 , l + V3 3) 
= - { h~~-~~z + ^^-^2 ; + ^ - ^ z ^ • 
2 1 4 4 4 4 J 
According to (1.31) and (1.33) with N = 2m — 1 = 3, the P3{z) in (1.48) is suffi-
cient to determine ^2{t) and 功？⑴-The following figures show the graphs of the 
Daubechies scaling functions 0^(t) and the corresponding Daubechies wavelets 
ArAfh m = 2,-"J. 
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1.4 Wavelets in Higher Dimensions 
The multivariable generalizations of one-variable wavelets can be done in many 
different ways. The most natural way is to use tensors to pass from one variable 
to several variables, i.e. functions of the form / ( x i , . . •, Xd) = f { x i ) . . . f{xd)- We 
will discuss two methods in this section briefly. 
1.4.1 Tensor product method 
Given d functions of one variable p(oc), j = 1 , . . . , d, we will form the function 
of d variables f <S) f 0 . . . 0 产 = ^ U i f ^ defined as 
d d 
0 f ( A , . . . , r r J = n ^ ( A ) . (1.49) 
j=i j=i 
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If we have closed subspaces Xj C L^(R), j = l,...A we can form a closed 
subspace Xi ® • •. 0 Xd of L^{R^) defined as the closed linear span in L^{R^) of 
all functions 0》二1户 where p G Xj for all j = 1，•. •，d. 
Since we know that if {fi)seAj are orthonormal bases in the subspaces 
Xj C Z/2(E) for some index set Aj and j 二 1.. • d. Then the system 
0 4 ) (1.50) 
\"?二1 ) (si/"，Sd)eAx-xAd 
is an orthonormal basis in ^]^x^y We also know that 0f=iL2(M) 二 L^{R^). So 
if we want to obtain an orthonormal basis in L^(M^), the most natural approach 
is to take d orthonormal bases {i^i)neAj in ^^(R) for j = 1, •. •, d, and to form 
an orthonormal system <S)j=i^i. index by the set A 二 Ai x . . . x A^. It follows 
from what we have said above that this system is an orthonormal basis in L^(E^). 
When we apply this procedure to wavelet bases in L^(R), we obtain the following: 




then the system 2(h+�+"^.d/2^(2"?ia;i—A;i,. •., 2^^Xd-kd) for allji,. • .,jd, ki,. • •, kd e 
Z forms as orthonormal basis in L^(R^). 
1.4.2 Multiresolution Analysis in R^  
In order to define a Multiresolution Analysis in R^, we need to fix some nota-
tions first. The translation will be given by elements of Z � a n d the dilation will 
be X H> Ax. We assume that A is a fixed linear map A : R^ ~> M^  such that 
A{Z^) C 1^ , (1.51) 
and A is expanding, which means that all (complex) eigenvalues of A have mod-
ulus greater than 1. Note that (1.51) ensures the proper coordination between 
translation and dilation, and implies that the matrix A has integer entries. 
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We have the fact that every invertible linear map A : R^ — R^ induces a 
unitary operator on L^{R^) by the formula 
UAf{x) = \detA\'/^f{Ax)， （1.52) 
for f G L2(R^). 
Definition 1.4.2 A wavelet set associated with a dilation matrix A is a finite set 
offunctions ^^(x) G L^{R^), r 二 1, 2, •. •, s such that the system 
{ | d e t ^ p / ^ ^ ( A ^ - 7 ) } , r = l , . . . , s , jeZ and jeZ^ 
is an orthonormal basis in L^(R^). 
Analogous to the one-dimensional case we will use the following notation: 
for a function F (¢, ^ etc.) on R^, we let 
Fj,^{x) = I detA|-"^/2i^(A-^ — 7), 
where j G Z, 7 G Z^ and A is the dilation matrix. A multidimensional MRA in 
R^ is a direct generalization of MRA in R. All we need to do is to replace the 
dilation factor 2 by the dilation matrix A. We have the following lemma which 
similar to the one dimensional case (see (1.13)). 
Lemma 1.4.3 Let {Vj}jez be a MRA with a scaling function $(x). A function 
f e y_i if and only if f{A*^) = m/(^$(C), where m/(0 is a 2i^Z^-periodic 
function and 
/ 。 ’ 2 , , 總 = 鑑 1 丨 嘛 
Let us now fix another notation to be used in the rest of this section. Let 
Eo, Ei,..., Eq_i be different cosets of A{Z^) in Z^ with q = | det A\. Assume that 
we have a function G G Vli. From Lemma 1.4.3, we get a 27rZ^-periodic function 
rriG(0 = E ^ y � W 
7ez^  
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such that G(A*0 = rndO^iO- Let us denote m^(0, r = 0，...，q — 1 by 
爪&(0 = 二 制 聊 〉 -
jeEr 
Clearly, moiO = Er=o ^ c i O - Since each coset Er can be written as a^  + A{Z^) 
for appropriate ar G Z ,^ we get 
mUO = e � � r �I ] g(7)e'<U (1-53) 
7GA(Z<i) 
= e^，a r � ; ^ c ( 7 ) e � " W , (1.54) 
jez^ 
for some coefficients b(j) and c(j) depend on the function G and Er. Writing 
M&(0 = E ) e " c(7)e"K we have 
mUO = e'<^^^^>fiUA*0- (1-55) 
Proposition 1.4.4 Let Go, •.., Cg-i G F_i and denote ^&^(0 by 舰、for sim-
plicity. Then we have 
(i) The system {Go{t - j)]^ezd is an orthonormal system if and only if 
9-1 
El/^o(e)l' = l a.e. 
r=0 
(ii) The system {Gj{t-^)]^^zd^ j=o,-,s, —ere 0 < s < q — 1，is an orthonormal 
system if and only if vectors Vj{^) = (yuJ(0)g=o • orthonormal in 0 for 
almost all^ e R^. 
(iii) The system {Gj{t-j)]^^zd, j=o，ir，g—i “ 腿 orthonormal basis in V_i ifand 
only if the matrix 
U{0 = [fJ^^j{0]r,j=OX-,g-l 
is unitary for almost all ^  G R^. 
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Now, let us see how to construct a wavelet set associated with a MRA by 
using Proposition 1.4.4. As in one dimensional case, let us write 
y^,-+i = Vj e F , - + i， j e z , (1.56) 
by using (1.7) and (1.52), we obtain 
U{{Vj) = Vo and U{{Wj) = T^ o , V j G Z (1.57) 
and L^(R^) 二 ejezWj. Thus in order to find a wavelet set associated with a 
MRA, it suffices to find a wavelet set of functions ^ ' ( x ) G Wo for s G C such 
that {^^{t - j)]^ezd,sec is an orthonormal basis in Wo. But then 
{^^(t - 7)>76Z ,^sGC U mt - 7)Kez^， 
where $ is a scaling functions, is an orthonormal basis in V-i. Moreover, Propo-
sition 1.4.4 tells us that such a wavelet set has to have cardinality {q - 1) and 
give us a way to construct it, We simply take the function 
"S = " m r = 0 , V - . , i l 
as described in (1.53) to (1.55), and choose 27rZ(periodic functions /xJ(^) for 
r = 0 , 1 , • • . , q - 1 and j 二 1，2, . . • , q — 1 so that the matrix 
U{C) = [";(O]rj=0,l,..，g-l 
is unitary. Having done this we define functions ^'{x), for s = 1, 2 , . . •, q - 1 by 
g-i 
$^(A*0 = ^e^^^'"^V:(^*e)2(0， 
r=0 
where the a / s are representatives of different cosets A(Z^) in Z^. It follows form 
Proposition 1.4.4 (iii) that {少”口1 is a wavelet set associated with the given 
MRA. We can summarize our discussion in the following theorem. The reader 
can refer to [26] for the proofs and details. 
Theorem 1.4.5 For every MRA on R^, associated with a dilation matrix A, 
there exists an associated wavelet set consisting of q — 1 functions, where q 二 
detA . 
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1.5 Generalization to frames 
Frames were introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer in the context of non-harmonic 
Fourier series (i.e. expansions of functions in L^{[0,1]) in complex exponentials 
exp(zAnx), where A^ + 27m). Frame analysis has seen a recent resurgence with 
the advent of wavelet theory and the continuing development of Gabor analysis. 
We will see in the following that a frame in a Hilbert space H are sets of non-
independent vectors and they can nevertheless be used to write a straightforward 
and completely explicit expansion for every vector in H, which is clearly a gen-
eralization of orthonormality. Expository treatments of frames can be found in 
8 . 
The following proposition summarize some of the useful properties of 
frames that we are going to use in the next few chapters. 
Proposition 1.5.1 Let H be a separable Hilhert space and {fi]iei be a frame for 
H with frame bounds A, B. 
(i) If {fi)iei is a tight frame with frame hound A = 1, and if \\fi\\ 二 1 for all 
i e I, then {fi]iei constitute an orthonormal basis. 
(ii) The coefficient mapping V : H — P defined by Vf = {�/, fi)]iei is contin-
uous and injective, with \\V\\^ < B. 
(iii) The adjoint V* : P ^ H is the continuous map defined by V*{ci} = Y^ Cifi, 
and satisfies \\V*\\^ < B. In particular, 
V{Q}eZ2, \\Y,CiUf<BY,\c,\^ • 
i i 
(iv) The frame operator Sf = V*Vf = YJJ, fi)fi “ « positive, continuous, and 
invertible mapping of H onto itself. The frame definition is equivalent to 
the property AI < S < BI. 
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(V) Define fi = S'^fi. Then the dual frame {fi} is a frame for H with frame 
bounds B_i，A~^. 
(vi) The following series converge unconditionally in the norm ofH: 
v/ G H, f = YM,如1 = TM, fa • (1-58) 
i i 
The frame is exact if and only if equation (1.58) is the unique representation 
of f as f = Yu Cifi or f 二 Y^ dJi. 
(vii) If T : H ^ H is a continuous bijection, then {T/Jie/ «5 a frame for 
H with frame bounds A||T—i||—2 , B\\T\\^, frame operator TST*, and dual 
frame {{T*)-'fihei-
(viii) {fi^fj]{i,j)eixi is a frame forH®H with frame bounds A^ and B^, frame 
operator S 0 S, and dual frame {fi ® /j)(i,j)G/x/-
Chapter 2 
Wavelet Bases Numerical 
Algorithm 
Numerical algorithm using wavelet bases are similar to other transform method 
in that vectors and operators are expanded into a basis and computations are 
taken place in the new system of coordinates. This approach hopes to achieve 
faster computation by the recursive nature of wavelets, the well localization in 
both time and frequency domains, and the vanishing moments property. Wavelets 
bases algorithm exhibit a number of new and important properties. 
This chapter surveys an algorithm of Beylkin, Coifman, and Rokhlin [1 
for a rapid numerical calculations of the Calder6n-Zygmund operators and pseu-
dodifferential operators. 
2.1 The Algorithm in Wavelet Bases 
We have introduced the Haar basis in chapter one, and in this section we will 
consider a numerical method to calculate the wavelet coefficients for f G L^ (M). 
In the second part, we will also discuss the method can be modified to the wavelets 
with vanishing moments. 
27 
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2.1.1 Definitions and Notations 
Let I 二 Ij,k = [2-^(A: - l),2-^k] C M, j,k G Z be dyadic intervals and \I 
denote its length. We will also define gj,k{x) = 2—"2乂2—^ — k + 1) when a 
function g is given. 
Let Xj,k(x) be the normalized characteristic function on Ij,k given by 
‘|4fc|-i/2 for 0； G Ij,k， 
xM = � 1 ^ 
0 elsewhere , V 
Let h be the Haar function and denote {hj^k]j,kez the Haar basis as before. 
Clearly, the Haar function hj^k{x) is supported in the dyadic interval Ij,k. 
Definition 2.1.1 Let f G L^(R) and I C R be a dyadic interval, the Haar 
coefficient di off and the average s! off on I are define as: 
di = / f{x)hi{x)dx and Sj 二 / f{x)xi{x)dx . 
JR JR 
The definition implies that 
di = ^ { s r - sr') (2.1) 
v 2 
where 1' and I" are the left and the right halves of I. 
Equation (2.1) give us a numerical method for calculating the Haar coef-
ficients. Suppose we are given N 二 2^ samples of a function /，i.e., 
sl = 2 /^2 r ‘ f{x)dx , /c = l , - - . , 2^ . (2.2) 
^2-^(fc-l) 
This can be view as values of scaled averages of f on interval In,k, which is of 
length 2—n. We then get the Haar coefficients for the intervals via (2.1) as 
^1 二 ^(^2k-l - 2^A:) • 
We also compute the averages 
•4 — ;^(^2A:-l + ^2k) 
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in the intervals of length 2"^+^ 
By repeating this procedure, we obtain the Haar coefficients 
4 + 1 二 分 “ - 1 - 4 ) ， （2.3) 
and the averages 
4 + 1 二 如 一 4 ) ， （2.4) 
for j 二 0, . . •, n — 1 and k 二 1, •.., 2几士~^. The above process is illustrated by 
the pyramid scheme 
{sl} — { 4 } 一 {4} — {4} 一 … 
\ \ \ \ (2.5) 
{dl} {dl} {dl} -•• 
The evaluation of the whole set of coefficients dj and sj in (2.5) requires 2{N - 1) 
additions and 2N multiplication. 
Form now on, let {Vj]jez be a MRA on R corresponds to a scaling function 
(/) and a wavelet |^) of compact support which satisfy the following equations: 
2 M - 1 
Hx) = V2 Y^ hk+iH2x — k) (2.6) 
k=0 
2M-1 
^(x) 二 V^ Y^ 9k+iH2x - k) (2.7) 
A;=0 
where 
9k = ( - l ) ' - % M - f c + i k 二 1 , . . . , 2M • (2.8) 
and 
J ^{x)dx = 1 • (2.9) 
Remarks: We will also use the same notations 4 and d{ to denote the wavelet 
coefficient and the average of a given function f e L^(R) if another wavelet is 
used instead of the Haar basis. 
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As mentioned in chapter one, there are two natural ways to construct the 
wavelets basis in two dimension. The first one is given by tensor product in such 
a way that 
^j,k,j',k'{x,y) = i^j,k 0 i^j',k' = ^j,k{^)^j',k'{y), 
where j,j', k, k' G Z. The second basis is defined by the three classes of functions 
in the same scale j , 
4j,k[x)ijj,k'[y), ^j,k{^)hk'{y) and ^j^k{x)^j,k'{y), 
where j, k, k' G Z. 
Let Q. = { (x ,y) G R^ : x = y} and K : R^\Q ~^ R be a function which is 
smooth away from Q. and satisfy the following properties: 
| i ^ ( x , y ) | < ^ , (2.10) 
1¾¾^)! + !¾¾,) ! < ^ 1 ¾ ^ , (2.n) 
for some M > 1 and a constant CW depends on M. 
Let T be an operator defined by K(x, y), which is called the kernel function 
of T. More precisely 
T ( / ) ( x ) - I K{x,y)f{y)dy. (2.12) 
For convenience, all the kernel functions that we are going to consider in this 
chapter satisfy (2.10) and (2.11). 
We expand K by the two-dimensional wavelet basis, 
K{x,y) = ^ o^k,k'^j,k{^)^j,k'{y)+J2 Pi,k'^jA^)^j,k'{y)+Yl ^k,k'hk{x)^j,k'{y) • 
j,k,k' j,k,k' j,k,k' 
(2.13) 
The coefficients o^ ,&,，/^，左,and 7《,於,are given by 
<k' = J^ J K{^^y)^j,k{^)^j,k'{y)docdy, (2.14) 
Pt,k, = j J K{x,y)i;j,k{x)^j,k'{y)dxdy , (2.15) 
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l lk ' = I |K[x,y)c|>j,k[x)4jAy)dxdy. (2.16) 
We also define the matrices 
乂 = {<k'} , P' 二 {Pik'} and 7)_ = { 7 ( d , (2.17) 
with k, k' = 1,2, •.., T"-j. Putting (2.13) into (2.12), we obtain 
7 x / ) w = E A v ^ w E < 4 + E A “ z ) E " “ ' 4 + E A > w E < z * ' . 
j,k k' j,k k' j,k k' 
(2.18) 
2.1.2 Fast Wavelet Transform 
In the following, we treat the procedure being discussed as linear transforma-
tions on R^, viewed as the Euclidean space of all periodic sequences with period 
N. This assumption is needed because wavelets do not form a basis for functions 
on a finite interval. Wavelet basis functions overlaps in such a way that either 
the interval must be extended, a periodization must be performed, or the basis 
functions at the interval ends must be modified. 
Replacing the Haar function and the characteristic function by i^  and ^ 
and assuming that the coefficients sl, k 二 1,. • � N are given, we replace (2.3) 
and (2.4) with 
2M 2M 
4 = 5 Z ^mC+2A:_2 , and di = Y1 PmC+2fc-2 , (2.19) 
m = l rn=l 
where k = l,.--,2"-"^.. {s{)f'^ and {d{}f~^ are viewed as periodic sequences 
with the period 2^ ~K 
Equation (2.19) define an orthogonal mapping 
Oj : R2—+1 — R2n—+i , 
converting the coefficients s{'^ with k = 1, 2 , . . •, 2 "^^ '+^ into the coefficients 4 , d{ 
with k = 1，2,.. •, 2^~K The numerical seheme is the same as (2.5). In addition, 
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the inverse of Oj is given by 
M M 
stn' = E ^2^4-.+1 + E 9 2 k < . , ^ i , (2-20) 
k=l k=l 
M M 
sin-1 = Y1 h2k-i(k+l + J2 ^2fc-l<_fc+l • (2.21) 
k=l k=l 
Computation via (2.20) and (2.21) is illustrated by the pyramid scheme 
{ 切 — { 4 _ 1 } — K _ 2 } — K _ 3 } . . . 
, / ^ z 
{dl) {dV] W-2} « — 3 } � - . 
Obviously，given a function of the form 
2^-j 2^ ~^  
f{x) = ^ sicK-jAx) + E 4^n-j,k{^) , (2.22) 
k=l k=l 
we can rewrite f as 
2"-i+i 
f{x) = Y^ sj-icK-j+iAz) . (2.23) 
i=i 
with 4—1, k 二 1, 2 , . . . , 2 -^"^ +i given by (2.20) and (2.21). 
Moreover, given the coefficients s^, k = 1, 2 , . . . , N, recursive application 
of (2.19) yields a numerical procedure for evaluating the coefficients 4 , �f o r all 
j = 1, 2 , . . . , n, k = 1 ,2 , . . . , 2几—）,with a cost proportional to N. Similarly, given 
the values d{ for all j = 1, 2 , . . . , n, k = 1, 2,. •., 2几-，and s?, we can reconstruct 
the coefficients ^ , for all k 二 1, 2,...，N by using (2.20) and (2.21) recursively 
for j 二 n, n — 1 , . . . , 0. The cost of the latter procedure is also 0{N). Finally, 
given an expression of the form 
m = E E s U > n - M + E E 4^n-jA^). (2.24) 
j=0 k=l j=0 fc=l 
it costs 0{N) steps to evaluate all coefficients sl, k = l，2,...，iV by recursive 
application of (2.23) with j 二 n, n — 1, • •., 0. 
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2.2 Wavelet-Based Quadratures 
Though the Haar system leads to simple algorithms, it is not very useful 
in actual calculations because the decay of a。，"《，&' and <j^, away from the 
diagonal is not sufficiently fast. To have a faster decay, it is necessary to use 
a wavelet basis in which the elements have several vanishing moments. Let us 
introduce the concept of vanishing moment of a wavelet. 
Definition 2.2.1 A function f is said to has L vanishing moments if 
J f{x)x^dx = 0 , l = 0,...,L-l. (2.25) 
The vanishing moment property of a function f simply means that f is 
orthogonal to lower degree polynomials. (See [7]) 
Consider functions ^ and 小(corresponding to h and x in section 1 of 
this chapter), which satisfy (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9). The coefficients { ^ } ¾ 
in (2.6) are chosen so that the functions 也，於，j,k e Z, form an orthonormal 
wavelet basis with compact support and has M vanishing moments. For instance, 
the Haar function is a particular case satisfy all this assumptions with M = 1, 
hi = h2 二 1 /^2 , 4> = X and ^ = h. 
Remark: The letter "M" will be reserved for the number of vanishing moments 
of the wavelets xjj in the following. 
In the preceding subsection, we introduce a procedure for calculating the 
coefficients 4 , 4 ^r all j > 1, k 二 l , 2 , . . - , iV , given the coefficients sl for 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . , N. In this subsection, we introduce a set of quadrature formulae for 
the efficient evaluation of the coefficients sl corresponding to a function / . The 
simplest algorithm of this kind is obtained by further assuming that there exists 
an integral constant 丁厘 such that the scaling function 0 satisfies the condition 
J 0(x + TM)x^ dx = 0, for m = l , 2 , . . . , M - l , (2.26) 
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J ^{x) dx = 1 , 
namely, that the first M - 1 shifted moments of 4> are equal to zero, while its 
integral is equal to 1. 
We recall that the definition of s\ is 
sl = 2^/^j f{x)^{2^x-k + l) dx 
= 2 ^ J f{x + 2-^{k — l))0(2^x) dx . 
Suppose f e C^{R) with K > M, we can expand f into a Taylor series around 
2'^{k - 1 + Tiw), and using (2.26), we obtain 
sl = 2 , / 2 f{2-^{k — 1 + TM)) + 0(2-n(M+i/2)) (2.27) 
In effect, (2.27) is a one-point quadrature formula for the evaluation of 5 .^ Apply 
the same calculation to s^ with j > 1, we obtain 
si = 2(—时力/2f{2-^+'{k — 1 + TM)) + 0(2-("-B(M+i/2))， (2.28) 
which turns out to be extremely useful for the rapid evaluation of the coefficients 
of the following compressed forms of matrices. 
Table 1 contains coefficients (¾}¾¾, M 二 2,4, 6 for the dilation equation 
(2.6) of (j) for one particular choice of the shift r. These coefficients satisfy 
3M 
Mi = ^ ^ ( A ; - r M ) ^ = 0 , Z = V . . , M - 1 , 
k=l 
called the M — 1 vanishing moment of the coefficients ( ¾ } , where TM is the shift 
and was provided by 1. Daubechies [1 . 
It turns out that the coefficients given in Table 1 are 50% longer than 
Daubechies wavelets found in [7], given the same order M. Therefore, it might 
be desirable to adapt the numerical scheme so that the "shorter" wavelets could 
be used because it will leads to faster calculation. 
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k Coefficients hk k Coefficients hk  
M = 2 1 0.038580777747887 M = 6 1 -0.0016918510194918 
7*2 = 5 2 -0.12696912539621 � 6 = 8 2 -0.00348787621998426 
3 -0.077161555495774 3 0.019191160680044 
4 0.60749164138568 4 0.021671094636352 
5 0.74568755893443 5 -0.098507213321468 
6 0.22658426519707 6 -0.056997424478478 
7 0.45678712217269 
8 0.78931940900416 
M 二 4 1 0.0011945726958388 9 0.38055713085151 
T8 = 8 2 -0.01284557955324 10 -0.070438748794943 
3 0.024804330519353 11 -0.056514193868065 
4 0.050023519962135 12 0.036409962612716 
5 -0.15535722285996 13 0.0087601307091635 
6 -0.071638282295294 14 -0.011194759273835 
7 0.57046500145033 15 -0.0019213354141368 
8 0.75033630585287 16 0.0020413809772660 
9 0.28061165190244 17 0.00044583039753204 
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We now discuss the quadrature formulae using the Daubechies wavelets 
but the scaling functions • do not satisfy condition (2.26). 
These quadrature formulae are similar to the quadrature formula (2.28) 
in that they do not require explicit evaluation of the function 4> and are com-
pletely determined by the coefficients { /1^}¾. Our interest in these quadrature 
formulae stems from the fact that for a given number M of vanishing moments 
of the basis function, the Daubechies wavelets have the support of length 2M 
compared with 3M for the wavelets satisfying the condition (2.26). Since our 
algorithms formulae in the following depend linearly on the size of the support, 
using Daubechies wavelets and quadrature formulae in the following will make 
the algorithm approximately 50% faster. 
First, we explain how to compute { 4 > ^ i if a function f is given. For 
convenience, we also assume that f G C^{R) with K > M. Since 
sl = 2^'^j f{x)(j){2^x-k + l) dx 
二 2^ J f{x + 2-^{k - l))^{2^x) dx， 
we look for the coefficients {c/)^o^ such that 
M-1 
sl = 2,/2 ^ Cif{l + 2 1 — 1))， (2.29) 
i=o 
for polynomials of degree less than M. Replacing f by different polynomial 
p{x) 二 ao + aix + a2x^ + ——h anX^ with n < M into (2.29) and solve for ak, we 
arrive at the linear algebraic system for the coefficients Q, 
M-1 广 
Y^ rci 二 I x^^{x) dx , m = 0,1’...，M — 1 , (2.30) 
1=0 J 
where the moments of the function 0(x) on the right hand side of (2.30) are 
computed in terms of the coefficients {hk]l=i-
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Ifwe can calculate the coefficients { c J g j i , we obtain a quadrature formula 
for computing s^, 
l=M-l 
sl = 2-"2 Y^ Cif[l + 2-^{k - 1)) + 0 ( 2 - _ + " 2 ) ) • (2.31) 
i=o 
Hence, it remains to calculate the coefficients {ci]fiQ^ from (2.30). 
In order to calculate the coefficients Q, we can make use of the following 
algorithm to compute the moments of the function ¢. Let 4> and ^ be defined as 
in (2.6) and (2.7), and 
Mm 二 j x^^{x) dx， m 二 0 , . . . , M — 1 • 
We will also use the notations defined in (1.13) and (1.14). Applying the operator 
{ i^ )^ on both sides of (1.13) and setting ^ 二 0, we obtain 
Mm = 2 - f ^ ( ^ ) M , K _ , (2.32) 
j=o j 
where 
2 M - 1 
< =2-¾ Y ^ hj^ +iki , / = 0 , - - . , M - l (2.33) 
k=0 
Thus, we collect the term Mm from (2.32) and use the fact that Af^ = 1, we 
obtain 
1 ^ ( m X . 
^ ^ = 5 ^ E ( . 均 之 广 
j=o 3 
Remarks: Alternatively, using (1.28), the moments Mm may be obtained within 
the desired accuracy as a limit of recursively generated sequence of vectors, 





_Mp = 2-^A/"5, m = 0 , . . . ， M - l . 
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Each vector {M^^]ZZ^'^ represents M moments of the product in (1.28) with r 
terms, and the iteration converges rapidly. By using this result, we can compute 
sl via (2.31). Notice that in both algorithm we do not have to computed the 
values of the function 0 itself. 
We now derive formulae to compute the coefficients of s^ of smooth func-
tions replacing the pyramid scheme (2.5). 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let s^ be the coefficients ofa smooth function at some scale 
j. Then 
M 
4f 二 2i E qi • 4.+2.-3 + 0(2-(”), • (2-34) 
i=i 
The coefficients {qi]fii in (2.34) are solutions ofthe linear algebraic system 
M 




Mm = 2 - ' 2 ^ h k k ^ , m = 0 , . . . , M - l . (2.36) 
fc=i 
and Yll^i ^k = V^-
Proof: Let mo(C) be a trigonometric polynomial defined by the coefficients 
{ h k ) l = i , 
2M 
m ^ ) . . = Y ^ k e - ^ l (2.37) 
k=l 
By applying the operator i ^ to (2.37) a times and evaluate at ^ 二 0, we see that 
Ma = 2-* ( i ^ ) “ mo(0 k=o， a = 0，• •., M — 1 • (2.38) 
Moreover, by solving a system of linear equations, the trigonometric polynomial 
mo(0 can always be written as the product, 
mo(O = ^1(O^2(O , (2.39) 
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where we choose m2 to be of the form 
M 
m2(e) = £ " � e — ^ — i ) � (2.40) 
1=1 
and mi is chosen so that it satisfies 
(邊 ) “ 饥 1 � k=o = 0 , a 二 1, •.., M — 1 . (2.41) 
By differentiating (2.39), setting ^ 二 0 and using (2.41) we arrive (2.35). Solving 
(2.35), we find the coefficients {qi]fii-
Since mi satisfies (2.41), the convolution of 4 with the coefficients of mi 
reduces to the one-point quadrature formula of the type in (2.28). Thus applying 
mo reduces to applying rri2 and scaling the result by mo(0) 二 y/2. Clearly, there 
are only M coefficients of m2 compared to 2M of mo, and the particular form of 
rri2 was chosen so that only every second entry of sl, starting with k = 1, is mul-
tiplied by a coefficient of rri2. This means that instead of (2.19), we have (2.34). • 
2.3 The Integral Operator, Standard and Non-
standard Form 
In this section, we introduce a class of numerical algorithm designed for the 
rapid multiplication of dense matrix (or integral operators) to vectors. As is well 
known, there are roughly N^ operations to multiply directly a dense iVxiVmatrix 
to a vector. This simple fact causes serious difficulties in large-scale computation. 
Most iterative methods for the solution of systems of linear equation involves the 
application of the matrix of the system to a sequence of recursively generated 
vectors, which tends to be prohibitively expensive for large scale problem. The 
situation is even worse if a direct solver for the linear system is used, since such 
solvers normally required 0(N^) operations. By using the Non-Standard form, 
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we transform the integral operator T into a sparse matrix, which will enable us 
to perform faster calculations. 
2.3.1 The Standard Form 
Let T : L2(R) ^ L2(R) be an operator with kernel as in (2.12), the standard 
form of the operator T is obtained by representing the operator in the tensor 
product basis and by representing 
^ = 0 ^ ' , (2.42) 
j'>j 
where Wj is the orthogonal subspace of Vj in Vj-i. This means that we have to 
consider the scalar products 
r{jJ',Kk') = {T^j,k,^j',k'), 
where j,j', k, k' e Z. We also let 
Aj 二 {T(j,j,A:,A0}fc’fc'=l’2,."’2«-J-， 
B ] ; = {T(/，j ,A: ' ,AO}fc/=i ’2r. ’2n-_i'，fc=l,2,- ,2-i 
and 
巧,={T(j，/,、")}fc=l ,2 ’ . . . ,2” . , A : '= l ,2 , - , 2 - i ' 
to denote the 2几_』x 2^"^ 2""^" x 2 "^^ ' and 2几_，x 2 "^^ " matrices respectively. 
For scales j , j' with j' > j, 
Aj ： Wj ^ Wj , 
Bf : Wj^  ^ Wj , (2.43) 
rf ： Wj ^ Wj^ , (2.44) 
If there is the coarsest scale n, then instead of (2.42), we have 
Vj = K 0》=州〜. 
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In this case, the operators {B^ } and {T^j]j'=j+i,-,n are the same as in (2.43) and 
(2.44). In addition, for each scale j , there are operators {Bj^^} and { r p i } , 
Bp : K "> W, , (2-45) 
r7+1 : Wj ^ Vn . (2.46) 
In this notation, r :+i 二 1^ and BJ^ +i = B^. If the number of scales is finite and 
Vb is finite dimensional, then the standard form is a representation of To = PoTPo 
as 
To = {义,，{巧'}^+1,{巧'}?=)+1,丑广，17+1工}户1,..，几. （2.47) 
The operators (2.47) is organized as blocks of a matrix as in Figure 1. For 
simplicity , we put n = 4 to see what the matrix looks like. We will not go into 
detail discussion of the standard form because the non-standard form is what 
we are interested. The reason is that many people would say that Calder6n-
Zygmund operators have almost diagonal matrices in orthonormal wavelet basis. 
However, Yang [41] showed that this statement is not true as stated. In contrast, 
the non-standard matrix representation of Calder6n-zygmund operators always 
yields almost diagonal matrices. This will be introduce in the following section. 
2.3.2 The Non-standard Form 
Let T : L^(R) ~^ Z/2(R) be an operator with kernel K{x,y) as in (2.12). Let 
P] denote the projection operator of L^(R) onto the closed subspace Vj given by 
{Pjf){x) = J2^f,4>MA^) • 
kez 
Let 
Qj = Pj-i - Pj， (2-48) 
we see that Qj is a projection operator of L^(R) on the orthogonal subspace Wj 
of Vj in Vj-i. We expand T into the following series: 
T = Y,{QjTQj + QjTPj + PjTQj) . (2.49) 
jez 
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4 B^ B^ Bt Bl d' d' 
rf A, Bl B�B^ d^ = d' 
vl rl h Bt Bl d^ d^ 
r； r � r/ ^ B^ d' d' 
r,^  r,5 r/ r^  rJ 日 \^ 
Figure 1 
This is obtained by inserting Qj into the sum T = Z)jez(^j-i^^:?-i — ^3^^j)- If 
there is the coarsest scale n, then instead of (2.49), we have 
T = 亡 { Q j T Q j + QjTP^ + PjTQj) + PnTPn • (2-50) 
j = -00 
Moreover, if the scale j 二 0 is the finest scale, we define 
n 
To = Yl{QjTQj + QjTPj + PjTQj) + PnTPn , (2.51) 
j=i 
By direct computation, we see that To 二 PoTPo. 
The expansions (2.49), (2.50) and (2.51) can be view as a decomposition 
of the operator T into a sum of contributions from different scales. Our aim is to 
approximate T by To. 
Let Aj = QjTQj, Bj 二 QjTPj and Tj 二 RjTQj, where Qj is defined in 
(2.48). Then Aj, Bj and r^ are operators acting on the subspaces Vj and Wj 
such that 
Aj : Wj — Wj, Bj : Vj — Wj and r,- : Wj — Vj . (2.52) 
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Observed that the operator Aj in (2.52) describes interaction on the scale 
j independent from the other scales. Moreover, since the subspace Vj contains 
all other subspaces Vj> with j' > j, we see that the operator Bj and r^ describe 
the interaction between the scale j and all coarser scales. 
Let Tj = PjTPj : Vj ^ Vj, then Tj can be represented recursively by the 
following 2 X 2 matrix 
Tj = I � . + 1 Bj+1 \ ： H^1 e y,-+i — T^ ,-+1 e 巧+i. (2.53) 
\ Fj+i Tj+i 
The non-standard form introduced in Beylkin [2] is a representation of an operator 
T as a chain of triplets 
T ^ { A j , B j , r , ) j e z • (2-54) 
If there is a coarsest scale n, then 
T �l ^ { A j , B j , T j ] j ^ z : j<n , ^n|， 
where T^ = PnTPn-
If the number of scales is finite, say j : l , . . . , n (remember we have 
N = 2 ” and if we want to apply T to an arbitrary function /• We first discretize 
f into samples sl,k 二 1,...,2几 as in (2.2), then we converted it into a vector 
/ G R2iv-2 consisting of all coefficients s{ ,dl determined by the algorithm (2.5) 
and ordered as follows: 
/ = {d\, d\,. •., 4r/2,此 4,...，4r/2;沟,趕,...,4^4，s?, 4 . •.，4r/4;. •. ； ^1' ^i)-
(2.55) 
Then we construct the matrices a^ |P, 7" for j = 1,...，n corresponding to the 
operator T as in (2.17), and evaluate the vectors P 二 (¾},系 二 ( ¾ } via the 
formula 
dP = a^{d') + P'{s') 
P 二 7似)， 
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4 B, d' d' 
1 Ai 
Fi s s 
^ 5j d^ «52 
r, s2 会2 
lAjB^l d^ d^ 
g p I Z I I Z I 
i ~ r " 
m y D H 
Figure 2 
where d^ 二 {¢4}, s^ = {s{}, k = 1 , . . . , 2打—、with j 二 1 , . . . , n. Finally, we define 
an approximation T^ to To by the formula 
To^(/ )W = E E [輸工)感,“工)), (2.56) 
j=l k=l 
which is a restriction of the operator To in (2.51) on a finite dimensional subspace 
of L2(R). 
The matrices a^, p^ and 7 '^, j = 1，...，n can be view as a single matrix 
and depicted in Figure 2. 
The term non-standard form refers to the fact that the operator is applied 
to a function which is not in the usual wavelet representation. Compare this to the 
standard form, this non-standard representation is redundant and contains both 
"averages" s^  and "differences" cP, while in the case of the standard form, the 
representation contains d”s only. Such embedding into higher dimension is the 
price for splitting the interaction between scales. We illustrate the non-standard 
representation in Figure 2. 
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2.4 The Calder6n-Zygmund Operator and Nu-
merical Calculation 
2.4.1 Numerical Algorithm to Construct the Non-Standard 
Form 
To compute the matrix representations (2.17) of the operators Aj, Bj, Tj and 
Tj, we define an additional sets of coefficients 4,fc' by 
poo noo 
s{ , . = / / K{x,y)^j,k{x)^j,k'{y)dxdy. (2.57) 
J —oo J —oo 
Now, given a set of coefficients sl^y with k, k' = 1 ,2 , . . . , N’ repeated application 
of (2.19) to (2.14)-(2.16) to produce 
2M 
O^k,k' 二 Z 1 9p9qSl+lk-2,q+2k'-2^ (2.58) 
P,<J=1 
2M 
Pi,k' 二 Z 1 gpK4—:2k-2,q+2k'-2, (2.59) 
p,g=l 
2M 
l i , k ' = J 2 ^ p9<J^+lk-2,g+2k'-2^ ( 2 . 6 ¾ 
p,q=i 
2M 
4,k' 二 Z 1 KKs]p^\k—2,q+2k'-2, (2.61) 
p,g=l 
with k, k' = 1, •.., 2^-^ j = 1, 2, •..，n. Clearly, (2.58)-(2.61) are a two-dimensional 
version of the pyramid scheme (2.5) and provide an order N^ scheme for the eval-
uation of the elements of all matrices a '^, f3] and � with j = 1, 2, • • •, n. 
2.4.2 Numerical Calculation and Compression of Opera-
tors 
Let I = Ij,k and 1' = Ij,k' denoting the supports of the basis functions and 
label the coefficients < ^ /¾^, and —k,k’ in (2.14)-(2.16) by a " ' , pn> and 如丨 
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respectively. If the kernel K(x, y) is smooth on the square I x /'，then expanding 
K{x, y) into a Taylor series around the center ofthe square and combining (2.10), 
(2.11) and remembering that the functions 如 and 如 are supported on the 
intervals I and / ' , we obtain the estimate 
air \ + |Ar| + |7"' 
< C - | / r + ^ sup (\d^K{x,y)\^\d^K{x,y)\) , (2.62) 
{x,y)eIxI' \ 
where M is the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet ^p. The right-hand 
side of (2.62) is small whenever either |/| or the derivative involved are small. We 
use this fact to compress matrices of the integral operators by converting them to 
non-standard form and discarding the coefficient that are smaller than a chosen 
threshold. 
Proposition 2.4.1 Ifthe wavelet basis has M vanishing moments, then for any 
kernel K{x,y) satisfying the condition (2.10) and (2.11), the coefficients a “ � 
Pl^，—kk'切 the non-standardform (see (2.14) - (2.16) and Figure 2) satisfy the 
estimates 
j ^j j ^ CM  
^k,k' + Pk,k' + ^k,k' S 1 + k _ J^f M+1 , 
for all \k — A;'| > 2M. 
Indeed, consider the operator (2.12) given by kernel function K{x, y) which 
satisfy the estimates (2.10) and (2.11) for some M > 1. To illustrate the use of 
the estimates (2.10) and (2.11) for the compression of operators, we let M 二 1 
in (2.11) and consider 
Pii' = J J K{x,y)hi{x)xi'{y)dxdy , 
where we assume that the distance between I and 1丨 is greater than |/|. Since 
f hi(x)dx = 0, for all dyadic intervals I C M, we have 
|A/'| < J J [ K { x , y ) — K{xi,y)] hi{x)xr{y)dx dy 
< 2CM 1斤 2 , (2-63) 
xi - yi' ^ 
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where xi and yr denote the centers of the intervals I and I' respectively. In 
other words, the coefficients 0n' decay quadratically as a function of the distance 
between the intervals / , 1' and for sufficient large N and finite precision of cal-
culations, most of the entries can be discarded, leaving only a band around the 
diagonal. By the same argument, we can obtain similar decay properties for an' 
and 7//'. 
However, algorithm using the above estimates (with M = 1) tend to be 
quite inefficient, due to the slow decay of the matrix elements with their distance 
from the diagonal. This means that if we use a wavelet ^ with more vanishing 
moments, we would obtain a faster decay of the entries away from the diagonal 
of the non-standard form. 
Note that the estimates (2.10) and (2.11) are not sufficient to conclude that 
a“,，/¾^ 7“，are bounded for \k-k'\ < 2M (For example K[x,y) = ll\x-y\). 
If we want to strengthen the above proposition, we need to impose an extra 
condition, namely, the weak cancellation condition, 
[K{x,y)dxdy <C\I\ (2.64) 
JlxI 
for all dyadic intervals I C M. 
Proposition 2.4.2 Under (2.64) and the assumptions in Proposition 24.1, we 
have 
j ^j j . CM  
^k,k' + Pk,k' + ^k,k' — 1 + J^ — ]^f M+1 
for all k, k'. 
Remarks: The necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of T de-
fined in (2.12), or, equivalently, for the uniform boundedness of its discretization 
To defined in (2.51), is in fact a reformulation of the T(l)-Theorem of David and 
Journe. And we will discuss the T(l)-Theorem in chapter 3 in detail. 
Let the operator T^'^ obtained from T^ by setting to zero all coefficients 
of matrices a^, /P, — outside of bands of width B > 2M around their diago-
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nals. Suppose now we approximate the operator T ^ (2.56), in the non-standard 
representation o f T . By using Proposition 2.4.2, we see that 
l K ^ ' - T n < ^ ^ o g , N ^ (2.65) 
where N 二 2^ and C is a constant determined by the kernel K. In other words, 
the matrices a '^, /5^ — can be approximated by banded matrices a],B, /? '^^ , 7^'^ 
respectively, and the accuracy of the approximation is 
》 勤 1 
In most numerical applications , the accuracy e of calculations is fixed, 




B > — l0g2 N . 
V^ ) 
In other words, T ^ has been approximated to precision e with its truncated 
version, which can be applied to arbitrary vectors for a cost proportional to 
N{[C|e) l0g2 Nfl^. A more detailed investigation [1] permits the estimate (2.65) 
to be replaced with the estimate 
l^ o^  - Toll < 评 ， 
which making the application of the operator To to an arbitrary vector with 
arbitrary fixed accuracy into a procedure of order exactly 0{N). The idea is 
again arising from the proof of the T(l)-Theorem in the next chapter. 
2.5 Differential Operators in Wavelet Bases 
As an example, we compute the non-standard form of differential operator ^ 
by solving a small system of linear algebraic equations. 
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For 1 G Z, we define 
n 二 J ^{x - l)4>'{x) dx , (2.66) 
ai 二 J i>{x - l)i)'{x) dx , 
A 二 J ¢{^ - O0'W dx , 
Ji = 1 (f>{x — lW[x) dx • 
The matrix elements < ^ / ¾ " and 7(^, of Aj, Bj and Tj for the operator £ are 
computed as follows: 
ai 於， = 2 _ j J i){2-^x — k)^'{2-^x - k')2'^ dx = 2-、k—k'， 
|3l 於，二 2-j J ^p{2-^x — A:)0'(2"% — k')2-^ dx 二 2 ' ^ ^ k - k ' , 
j ^ 二 2-j J (/)(2-½ — k)^'{2-^x — k')2-^ dx = 2-j�—k' . (2.67) 
By using (2.6) to (2.9), we arrive at 
2M-12M-1 
Oii 二 2 ^ ^ Pfc+l^fc'+1^2i+fc-fc', 
k=0 k'=0 
2M-1 2M-1 
A 二 2 ^ ^ 9k+ihk'+ir2i+k-k', 
fc=0 k'=0 
2M-12M-1 
7i 二 2 Y^ ^ hk+1gk'+1r2i+k-k' • (2.68) 
k=0 A;'=0 
Therefore, the representation of d/dx is completely determined by the coefficients 
n in (2.66) , in other words, by the representation of d/dx on the subspace V .^ 
The following proposition reduces the computation of the coefficients n to 
solving a system of linear algebraic equations. 
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Proposition 2.5.1 
(i) If the integrals in (2.66) exists, then the coefficients n, 1 G Z in (2.66) 
satisfy the following system of linear algebraic equations 
- 1 M 1 
ri = 2 r21 + -^a2k-1{r21-2k+1 + ^2i+2fc-i) , (2.69) 
_ k=l -
and 
5 > , = - l , (2.70) 
1 
*代 M-2k 
a2k-1 二 2 Y^ hj+Jij+2k , k = 1,.. •, M • (2.71) 
j=o 
(ii) IfM > 2, then (2.69) and (2.70) have a unique solution with afinite number 
of non-zero n, namely, n / 0 for -2M + 2 < 1 < 2M - 2 and 
n 二 -r-i {2.12) 
Proof (i): First we note that in our case, the trigonometric polynomial mo(^)= 
^ E = — i � + i e — ^ . Therefore 
1 1 謝-1 
mo(f)|^ 二 I + 2 5 Z a"cosnf， （2.73) 
n = l 
and 
M 1 M-1 
|mo(^  + vr) |2 二 i — i ^ a^k-i cos(2A: — 1)^ + - Y ^ a^ ^ cos 风, (2.74) 
^ ^ k=i k=i 
where a^ are given by 
2 M - l - n 
a, = 2 Y ^ � + i � + i + n , n = l , . . . , 2 M - l . (2-75) 
j-=o 
Combining (2.73) and (2.74) to satisfy (1.23) we obtain 
M-1 
y^ a2k COS 2k^  = 0 
k=i 
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and hence 
a2k = 0 , i^  = l , - . . , M - l . (2.76) 
Therefore, we obtain (2.71). 
Using (2.6) for both ^{x — 1) and ^'{x) in (2.66)，we obtain 
n = J 0(x — V)+'[x) dx 
2M—1 2M—1 
= f (^/2 J2 hfc+i0(2r — 2/ - k)) (v^ J2 hk'+i • 2 . c^'{2x - k')j dx 
J k=0 fc'=o 
2M-12M-1 n 
二 2 Y1 Y. hk+ihk'+i / Hx — 21 — k - k')^'{x) dx 
fc=0 fc'=0 
2M-12M-1 
二 2 ^ ^ hk+ihk'+ir2i+k-k'. 
k=0 k'=0 
Substituting m 二 k - k', we obtain 
2 M - 1 k-2M+l 
ri = 2 ^^ ^^ hk+ihk—m+l�2l+m . 
k=0 m=fc 
Changing the order of summation and using J2k%'^ ^1 二 1 ,观 arrive at 
2 M - 1 
n 二 加21 + X I an{r2l-n + ^2i+n), 1 ^ ^， （2.77) 
n=l 
where a^ are given in (2.75). Using (2.76), we obtain (2.69) from (2.77). 
In order to obtain (2.70), we first consider ^{x - y) as a function of y and 
x*s» 
expand 石⑷ into a Fourier series, we then differentiate 0 with respect to ( and 
evaluate it at ^ 二 0, we finally obtain, 
y^ I. (j){x - l) 二 a: - / s^{s) ds . 
/GZ J 
Using (2.9), (2.66) and the above equation, we obtain (2.70). 
(ii): Let's recall a fact from [7]: if M > 2，then 
i?(0|2|eisqi + iei)—i—， 
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where e > 0, and hence the integral (2.66) is absolutely convergent. The existence 
of the solution of the system of equations (2.69) follows from the existence of the 
integral in (2.66). Since the scaling function c|) has compact support, there are 
only finite number of non-zero coefficients n. The specific interval - 2 M + 2 < 
1 < 2M - 2 is obtained by the direct examination of (2.66). 
Let us show that 
^ n = o . (2.78) 
i 
Multiplying (2.69) by e _ ^ and summing over 1, we obtain 
M £ � 





Te.enim = E � ^ €， 
1 
and 
f o W / s j ^ E ^ i e — ^ i � "2 . 
I 
Noticing that 
2fe .en ( f /2 )=f (^ /2 )+f ( e /2 + ^) 
and 
2 r , r f , ( e / 2 ) = f ( e / 2 ) - f ( e / 2 + ^ ) , 
using (2.73), we obtain from (2.79) 
f(^) = (f(^/2) + f(^/2 + 7T) + (2|mo(e/2)|^ - l)(f(C/2) - r{^/2 + n))) • 
Finally, using (1.23), we arrive at 
f ( 0 = 2(|mo(f/2)|2 f (e /2) + |mo(^/2 + 7r)p r{^/2 + 7r)). 
Setting ^ 二 0 in above, we obtain f(0) = 2f(0) and thus (2.78). 
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To prove the uniqueness ofthe solution n of (2.69) and (2.70), we consider 
the operator Tj defined by these coefficients on the subspace Vj and apply it to a 
sufficiently smooth function / , i.e. 








fj,k_i = 2-"2 / f{x — 2^/)0(2"½ - k)dx , 
J —oo 
and expanding f{x - 2H) in the Taylor series at the point 工 we obtain 
/ o o foo p roo � 
f{x)c^j,k{x)dx — 2H / f{x)^j,k{x)dx + 2^^- / nx)c^j,k{x)dx , 
-⑷ ―^⑷ ⑷ (2.82) 
where x = x(x, a; - 2H) and \x-x\ < 2H. Substituting (2.82) into (2.80), and 
using (2.78) and (2.70) we obtain 
{T,f){x) = ^'J2(^J2ril' r r(x)c|>j^k{x)dx)^j,,{x) 
kez \Z i “ 
^J2{ / fi^)hk{^)d^)hki^) • 
kez J - � 
Form the above equation, it is clear that as j ^ - o o , operators Tj and d/dx 
coincide on smooth function. Since smooth functions are dense in L^, T , 二 d|dx 
and, hence, the solution to (2.69) and (2.70) is unique. Since n can be written 
as n 二 — f |$|2(iOe_"e dg, then (2.72) follows immediately. •• 
We list the { n } in Proposition 2.5.1 in Table 2 using the Daubechies 
wavelets with M = 2,3,4, 5,6. Once the coefficients { n } are obtained, the matrix 
representation of d/dx is completely determined by using (2.67) and (2.68). 
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1 Coefficients n ^ Coefficients n 
M = 2 1 -0.66666666 M = 6 1 -0.850136661 
2 0.833333333 2 0.258552944 
3 -7.2440589e-2 
M = 3 1 -0.74520547 4 1.4545511e"2 
2 0.14520579 5 -1.5885615e"3 
3 0.01461187 6 4.29689157e_6 
4 0.00034246 7 1.202657519e"^ 
8 4.20691204e—7 
M = 4 1 -0.7930095 9 -2.899666805e-^ 
2 0.1919989 10 6.96865115e_i3 














T(l)-Theorem of David and 
Journe 
The original proof of the T(l)-Theorem of Guy David and Jean-Lin Journe 
9] require the well-known near-orthogonality lemma of Cotlar and Stein. In the 
first section, we survey the result of Y. Meyer to see how to use wavelet theory 
to simplify the proof of the T(l)-Theorem. In section 2, we discuss some recent 
results on the theorem with a weaker condition on the distribution kernel. 
3.1 Definitions and Notations 
In this chapter, we fix a MRA {Vj)jez of L^{W) with a C^-scaling function 
¢, which has compact support, and {0(x — k) : k G Z^} is an orthonormal 
basis of Vo- Let { ^ : e G {0, l }^\{(0 , . . . , 0) } } be the corresponding wavelet set. 
Let V^A(z) 二 2^^/^iJe{2'x - k), where A 二 2_3k + 2-^-^6, j G Z, k G Z^ and 
e G {0,1广\{(0, •.., 0)}. We let A denote the set of all such A. We further let 
Q(A) = {x e W : 2½ — k e [0,1广} be the dyadic cube with measure 2-^] such 
that the support of 妙入 is contained in mQ(A), for some fixed integer m > 1 and 
mQ(A) is defined by 2½ - k G [-m/2 + 1/2, m/2 + l / 2 f . 
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3.1.1 T(1) Operator 
Let V{W) be the vector space of all 0 G C°^{W) whose support is compact 
and let V'{W) be the dual space of V{W). The elements in V{W) are called 
test functions and the elements in V ' { W ) are called distributions. 
Definition 3.1.1 Let q > 1 be an integer. For each hall B 二 B(oco,r) C W and 
for every function f e CJ(R") with p > q, whose support lies in B, we put 
Arf( / )=r- /2^rH||a^/||oo • (3-1) 
l«l<9 
Definition 3.1.2 Let V be a topological vector space such that 
v{R^) c y c L 2 ( r ) , (3.2) 
where the inclusions are continuous. Let V' be the dual space of V, we say that 
a continuous linear operator T : V — Y' is weakly continuous on L^{W) if there 
exists a constant C and an integer q such that, for every ball B C W and every 
pair offunctions f and g in V with supports in B, we have 
\{Tf,g)\<CN^{f)N^{9) • (3.3) 
Remark: We will also call elements in V and V' the test functions and distribu-
tions respectively. The assumption (3.2) implies that ^^(R-) C V' C " ( I T ) . 
Definition 3.1.3 A continuous linear operator T : V ^ V' is said to correspond 
to a singular integral operator if there are 7 G (0,1]； Co, Ci > 0 and a kernel 
function K : Q ^ C, where n 二 {(x, y) € W x W : rr + 2/}，such that 
(i) \K{x,y)\<Co\x-y\-^ ， 
(ii) \K{x', y) - K{x, y)\ < Ci\x' - x\^\x - y\-^-^ , if |x'-x| < \x-y\/2 ， 
(iii) \K{x,y') - K{x,y)l < Ci\y' - y\^\x - y\-^-^ , if \y'-y\ < \x-y\/2 ， 
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(iv) Tf{x) = fK(a:,y)f(y)dy, for every function f e V and every x not in 
support of f. 
Examples: The trivial example of kernel satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 3.1.3 
is of course K{x,y) = l/\x — y\^. Another example is given by the following 
function L defined on R^\{0}: We start with a continuous function ^7(x) on 
r \ { 0 } which is homogeneous of degree 0, i.e., Q(rx) = ^^(x) for all r > 0, 
and which satisfies the condition f^_i Q(x)da(x) = 0，where da is the rotation-
invariant probability measure on the unit sphere S^'K We assume that Q(x) 
satisfies 
\n{x) — ^{x')\ < C|x — x'\^ , V x,x' G S " - 1 . 
If we let L{x) = Q.{x)/\x\^ and define K{x,y) = L{x - y), then K(x,y) is the 
kernel satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) in the Definition 3.1.3. 
Definition 3.1.4 Let T be an operator as in the Definition 3.1.3. T is said to be 
a Calder6n-Zygmund operator if T can be extended to a hounded linear operator 
on L^{W). 
Remark: I f T i s a Calder6n-Zygmund operator, the kernel function ofTsatisfies 
(i)，(ii), (iii), (iv) in Definition 3.1.3，which automatically satisfies the kernel con-
dition (2.10) in Chapter 2. So we may apply the numerical algorithm introduced 
in Chapter 2 to calculate the operator T. 
Let T : V ~> V' be a continuous linear operator corresponding to a singular 
integral as in Definition 3.1.3 with kernel function K{x, y). The adjoint T* : V — 
V o f T is an integral operator corresponding to the kernel function K{y, x) defined 
by the following relation 
{T*f.g) ••= {f.Tg)^ I f'T-g . 
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In particular, if the kernel K{x, y) of T is a real-valued function, we denote 
T* = Tt and call it the transpose of T. In this case, the kernel function of T* is 
K{y,x). 
We now come to the definition of T(1). The difficulty is that 1 is not a 
test function and T(1) is not well defined in the above sense. However, it can be 
defined based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.5 Let S be a distribution, suppose that there exists R > 0 such that 
the restriction ofS to the open set \x\ > R is a continuous function and such that 
S{x) = 0(|rr|-n-7) as \x\ ~> oo. //7 > 0，then the integral /股„ S{x) dx = (5,1) 
converges. 
Proof: We write 1 = M ^ ) + 么(冗)，where ¢0 ^ ^{^^) and ¢0 = 1 in a bounded 
neighborhood of |x| < R. Then (5,1) is defined by 
(5,1) := (5, ¢0) + J S{x)M^) dx . 
Note that the integral converges absolutely. It also follows immediately that {S, 1) 
is independent of the decomposition. • 
In the following, we will consider the real-valued kernel K{x,y) only, the 
complex case follows immediately if the real case is done. 
let Vo{R^) be the subspace of f G V{W) such that Jf{x)dx = 0. If 
f e V o { W ) and the support of f is contained in |rr| < R , using (ii) in Definition 
3.1.3, 
T'f{x) = J [K{y, x) - K(0, x)) f{y) dy = 0(|rr|-^-^)，for \x\>R • (3.4) 
Hence, by using Lemma 3.1.5, we can define the operator T(1) on Po(『）by the 
following relation, 
(T(1),/) = (TV,1) • 
T(1) is thus a continuous linear form on the subspace Vo{W) C V{W). We 
extent T(1) to a distribution in 7:>'(R^) as follows. 
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Let 小 e V{W) be a fixed function of mean 1: then every function f e 
V{W) can be written as f = A0 + g, where A = f f{x)dx and g G Vo{W). We 
define a new operator S on P ( � ) by {SJ) := Aa + (T(1),^), where a G R is 
fixed. Then we extend T(1) to a distribution in X>'(R^). 
Another possible definition of T(1) is given by the following direct ap-
proach. We start with a function 0 G V{W) which equals 1 at 0 and put 
(/>^ (x) 二 ^{ex), for every e > 0. We then consider the distribution Se 二 T(0J-
Lemma 3.1.6 There exists constants c{e) such that lim4o(^-c(e)) exists in the 
sense of distributions and the limit is defined to be T(1). 
Indeed, if / G Vo{W), we have (T(0e), / ) = {^e,T'f). We must verify that the 
right-hand side converges to ( l ,TV) . Putting 1 = u + v, where u G V{W) and 
u = 1 in a compact neighborhood of the support of f. Since the support of 
u is compact, we can handle \imelo{¢e,uT*f)^ using the definition of a distribu-
tion. Moreover, T*f is integrable by (3.4), the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem then shows that lim4o(^e,^^V) exists. 
Let w G V{W) be a function of mean 1 and put c(e) = { S e ,w) . Then for 
f e V{W) a n d A 二 f f(x)dx, 
(S, — c(e), / ) = (¾, / ) — A(5,, w)=〈民,g), 
where g = f — Xw. Then g G Vo{W), so the required limit exists. 
3.2 The Wavelet Proof of the T(l)-Theorem 
We need the definition of BMO to state the T(l)-Theorem. 
Definition 3.2.1 Let f be a locally integrable function and Q be cube on W. Let 
^ ^ / = • 义 / ⑷ 血 • (3-5) 
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A locally integrahle function f is said to be hounded mean oscillation (^BMO{W)^ 
if there is a constant A > 0 such that 
^ [ lf{x) — MQf\dx < A (3.6) 
Q JQ 
holds for all cube Q. The smallest A for which (3.6) is satisfied is then taken to 
be the norm off in this space, and is denoted by ||/||5MO-
The notion of bounded mean oscillation was first introduced in 1961 by R 
John and L. Nirenberg [19]. The important development of BMO started when 
Fefferman and Stein discovered the fact that BMO is the dual space of the Hardy 
space H^ ([11], [12]). 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let T : V ~^ V' be the singular integral as in Definition 3.1.3. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the extension of T as a continuous 
linear operator on L^{W) is that all the following properties are satisfied: 
(i) T(1) belongs to BMO{W); 
(ii) T\l) belongs to BMO{W); 
(iii) T is weakly continuous on L^ (R^). 
It was proved that in [30], [33], [36] that Calder6n-Zygmund operators 
admit bounded extensions from L^ to BMO • The function 1 G L�,therefore 
(i) is satisfied. The transpose (or adjoint) of a Calder6n-Zygmund operator is still 
a Calder6n-Zygmund operator. So (ii) is satisfied. Finally, any operator which is 
L^ continuous is automatically weakly continuous. Thus, we need only to prove 
the sufficiency of the T(l)-Theorem. 
The T(l)-Theorem becomes stronger as the exponent 7 > 0 in the defi-
nition of K{x,y) decrease. We may therefore suppose that 0 < 7 < 1 in what 
follows. 
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The wavelets ipx are real-valued and the idea of the proof is to estimate the 
absolute value |r(A,A')| of the entries r(A,A') 二�7>入,功入'〉=�^,TVA'〉，which 
is the matrix representation of T with respect to the wavelet basis {^x]xeA- And 
we want to show that these entries become very small when the cube Q(A) and 
Q(A,) differ either in position or magnitude. We first suppose T(1) = T\1) 二 0 
to see the rate of decay of |r(A, A'). 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let f{x) be a C^ function whose support is contained in the unit 
ball ofW and whose partial derivatives df/dxj, 1 < j < n, satisfy \\dfldxj\\oo < 
1. Let 7 G (0,1) be an exponent and let g G L^{W) be a function satisfying 
g[x)l < (1 + \x\)~^~^ and f g(x)dx 二 0. Then there is a constant C = C(n, 7) 
such that, for all xo G W and every r > 1， 
|9{x)f['^^)dx <Cr-^，if |xo|<r, (3.7) 
and 
jg(a:)f(^"^^)dx < Cr-\x,\-^-^ , if lxol > r . (3.8) 
To establish (3.7) and (3.8)，since g G L\W), we can apply the Lebesgue 
differentiation theorem to write 
Q Q 
p(x) = - ^ x ( . ) + --. + ^ P n ( : . ) , 
where |pi(x)| < C(1 + \x\)-^-^+\ •..，|如(工)| < C{1 + 丨工丨广几—付丄 and then inte-
grate by parts. 
Proposition 3.2.4 Let T : V ^ V' be a weakly continuous operator on L^{W) 
which corresponds to a singular integral, as in Definition 3.1.3. Suppose, further, 
that T(1) = T*{1) = 0. Let {^x]xeA be an orthonormal C^ wavelet basis of 
compact support. Then there exists a constant C such that, for A 二 2~^k + 2~^~^e 
and X' = 2-^'k' + 2-^'-h', 
/ 9-^ ' + 2-^' V^^ 
|小,A')| < C 2 l j . ' l _ ) + W ( 2 _ ^ — ; + ; 2 一 糾 ) • (3-9) 
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Proof: Firstly, we observe that everything is symmetric in A and A'. We may 
therefore suppose that j < j ' . 
If j = j ' , when the support of ^x and ^ y intersect, (3.9) follows from the 
weak continuity of T. If the supports are disjoint, we have 
r(A,A') 二 J J K{x,y)iPx'{oc)i;x{y) dxdy 
= J J [K{x,y) - K{x,X))^x'{x)My) dxdy , 
and we get the upper bound from (iii) of Definition 3.1.3. 
If j' > j + 1, the wavelet ^x' are in Vj. Before computing {T^x,^x'): we 
use the orthogonal projection of 7>入 on Vj. Note that this would not change 
the scalar product. Since {^ji}i gz- is an orthonormal basis of the subspace Vj of 
I/2(Rn), we replace the distribution Ti|;x by 
g{x) = Y ^ c(O2^^/'0(2% — X) , (3.10) 
iGZ" 
where c{l) 二�7^入，^ji) and ^ji{x) = 2^,20(2½ - 1). 
The coefficients c(l) can be dealt with by using the weak continuity of T 
and the estimate (iii) of the kernel K{x,y) in Definition 3.1.3. In this way, we 
get 
| 。 《 丨 二 _ 湖 谓 1 + | ^ 叩 - " . (3.11) 
Further, since X) <j>{x - 1) = 1 and T*(1) = 0, we get J2iez- ^(0 二�• 
Note that g(x) defined by equation (3.10) satisfies g G L\W), fg{x)dx = 
0. Moreover, by (3.11) and that 0(x) has compact support, we obtain \g{x)\ < 
C(l + |x|)"^" .^ Hence g{x) in (3.10) satisfies all the assumptions in Lemma 3.2.3. 
Moreover, the sup-norm of all the partial derivatives of 如 are small. All 
this facts allow us to make use of Lemma 3.2.3. The estimate (3.9) of the case 
j' > j + 1 follows immediately. • 
The following is the Schur's lemma [6 . 
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Lemma 3.2.5 Let M = (m(p, q))p,qm be an infinite matrix and suppose that 
w{p) > 0 is a sequence of positive real numbers. Suppose, further, that, for every 
pe^, 
y^ |m(p, q){w{q) < 0w{p) (3.12) 
qen 
and, symmetrically, for every q G N， 
y ^ |m(p, q)\w{p) < aw{q). (3.13) 
pGN 
Then M : f{N) ^ P{N) is hounded and ||M|| < [3a. 
Now we can prove the T(l)-Theorem under an additional hypothesis that 
T(1) 二 T*(1) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2.6 Let T : V — V' be as in Theorem 3.2.2 be a weakly contin-
uous operator on L^{W) and ifT{l) = T^(1) = 0，then T is a hounded linear 
operator on L^ {W). 
Proof: We apply Schur's lemma with w{X) 二 2 _ ^ " and using (3.9) to estimate 
the following sum in Proposition 3.2.4, 
/ 9 - j , 9-j ' \ 几+7 
V V 9-^^"/22-b'-/l(W2)+7) ( f _ _ i i — 1 (3.14) 
2^2^� � \2-j + 2-j'+2-jk-2—3'k') � ) 
j' k' \ 
We start with the case j' > j. Putting d = j, — j, we see that the quotient 
above is bounded by 2(1 + \k - 2_%'|)-i. Hence, 
Y ^ 2—^(1 + |A; — 2-%'|)-"-7 = Y12"^^(1 + 2"^|A;'|)-^-^ < C(n, 7), 
k' k' 
as the latter series can be interpreted as a Riemann sum. This leaves 
/ \ 
Y^ 2 -於力 2 - 一 = C(7)2-^"2 = C(7—(A) (3.15) 
\j'>j ) 
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Similarly, if f < j, we put d = j - f and the quotient is bounded above by 
2(1 + \2-^k — A;'|)-i. This leads to a summation over k' which is bounded above, 
uniformly with respect to k and d. We are left with 
^ 2-n//22-0-/)W2+7) 二 2_w72 ^ 2—办=C^7)2-n"2. (3.16) 
j'<j ^>o 
Since everything is symmetric with respect to j and k, we have proved that 
(3.14) is finite and the matrix {r(A, X'))x,x'eA is bounded on l^{A) and the proof 
is completed. • 
3.3 Proof of the T(l)-Theorem (Continue) 
We have just proved the T(l)-theorem under the hypothesis that T ( 1 ) = 
T*(1) = 0, i.e., the integrals 
a{X) = J T \ ^ x ) dx =〈了⑴，么〉二 0 , (3.17) 
m = I T^x) dx = (T^(l),^A) = 0 , (3.18) 
for all A G A. In order to eliminate this assumption. Let us recall a result in Y. 
Meyer [26:. 
Proposition 3.3.1 Let b{x) be a function belonging to BMO. Then its wavelet 
coefficient a{X) =〈6，妙入〉satisfy the Carleson,s condition : 
ForX = 2-^k + 2'^-^e, letQ{X) denote the cube defined by 2^x-k G [0,1广 
as before. Then there exists a constant C such that, for each dyadic cube Q in 
R � 
^ |a(A)|2^|Q| . (3.19) 
Q{X)CQ 
Proof: Let b{x) e BMO. The support of the wavelet ^x is contained in a 
cube r which has the same center as the cube Q{X) but is m times as big (m is 
independent of A). Write b{x) as 
b{x) =b1{x)^b2{x) + Mrb , 
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where Mrb is the mean of b(x) on r as in (3.5) and 
b{x) - Mrb if x G T , 
h{x) = • 
I 0 otherwise . 
Note also that if Q{X) C Q, the coefficients (¾, i^x) = 0. On the other hand, the 
integral of each wavelet 么 is zero. So (6, ipx)=�� ,^A〉，we have 
^ \{bM' <T.\{bu^x)\' = WhWl^ < {m-\\b\\lMo)\Q\ • • 
Q(A)CQ AeA 
By the proposition above, we have the following inequalities for BMO: for 
every dyadic cube Q, 
Y^ | a ( A ) | 2 � Q | , (3.20) 
Q(A)CQ 
^ \m\'<C\Q\ . (3.21) 
Q{X)CQ 
The inequalities (3.20) and (3.21) will enable us to construct two auxiliary Calder6n-
Zygmund operators R and S such that 
i ^ ( l ) = T ( l ) , i^%l) = 0, 5(1) = 0, S\1) = T\1). (3.22) 
The details will be given in the rest of the section. By using this, we put N 二 
T - R - S and then 
(i) N : V ~> V' is weakly continuous and its kernel satisfies the conditions in 
Definition 3.1.3, because all three operators R, S and T have these proper-
ties. 
(ii) N{1) = N'{1) 二 0 . 
N is a bounded linear operator on L^{W). Since the same is true for R and S. It 
follows that T is a bounded linear operator on L^{W) by Proposition 3.2.6 and 
the proof of the T(l)-Theorem is complete. 
To construct the operators R and S, we first observe that 
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Lemma 3.3.2 Let6 G V{W) be afunction ofmean 1 andput 6x{x) = 2^^Q{2^x-
k), whereX = k2-^ + e2-^-^ andee {0，1广\{(0,...,0)} as before. Let {u{X)]xeA 
be a sequence of complex number such that |n(A)| < C2—^^2, for some constant 
C. Then 
H[x,y) :=Y,u{X)M^)Ox{y) (3-23) 
AGA 
is a distribution, i.e. H{x,y) G V'{W x W). 
Proof: To see that H{x, y) is a distribution, it suffices to show that H G Lj^ oc(^ ^ x 
E"), i.e., 
f [ |i7(:r, y) I dxdy < 0 0 ， • G N , (3.24) 
jQN JQN 
where Q^ v is the cube in R^ center at the origin of sides length 2N. Note that 
/ / \H{x,y)\ dxdy 
J Qn JQN 
< ^KA)| [ \M^)\dx f \Ox{y)\dy 
AeA Qw 彻 
= E E E I^WI [ \M^)\d^ [ My)\dy • (3.25) 
e jeZ fc6Z^ JQN JQN 
Let us decompose (3.25) into two parts as 
f ^ Y^ |^ (A)| [ |AW|c i^ [ \Ox{y)\dy 
j=o kezn JQN JQN 
+ £ Z I^WI [丨妙入⑷丨办[丨似")丨办• （3.26) 
j=_ifcez- JqN JQN 
The decaying property of the sequence {^(A)} when j > Oin the hypothesis 
implies the first sum of (3.26) is finite. For the second sum, note that when j 
decreases, the measure of the support of 2px will increase. Recall that the support 
of ^x is contained in a cube r as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.1 of volume 
m2_^. So, there exists largest jo < 0 such that for j < jo there is one and 
only one xpx with support intersecting Qiv- This means that for each j < jo，it 
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corresponds to one and only one k G Z^ such that the integral /g^ I^A^M^ is 
non zero. 
On the other hand, as j decreases, the sup-norm of ^x will decrease as 
well. Let's compute the second sum of (3.26). It's obvious that 
£ X^ l^(A)| [ |V^A(z)l^ [ \Ox{y)\dy 
j = -l fcGZ- JPN JQN 
is finite, since for each j such that jo < j < - 1 , it corresponds to finitely many 
k e Z^ such that the support of ^px intersect Qw. Moreover 
^ Y^ |w(A)| f |V^A^|^ [ \Oxiy)\dy 
j=jo-l fc6Z- � JqM 
< C V 2—几爪.2柳[\M^'x - k)\dx • 2^' [ \e{2'y-k)\dy 
— j^-i J^ JQN 
—00 
< C ^ 2^^'-2|Qiv|-||^e||oo-||^l|oo 
j=jo-l 
< 00 , 
where |Q]v| denote the volume ofQiv. This complete our proof that H{x,y) de-
fined in (3.23) belongs to V ' {W x R^). • 
Remark: By putting Q 二 Q(A) into (3.20) and (3.21), we have |a(A)| < C2^^^ 
and /3(A) < C2_^"2, ^here a(A) and ^(A) are defined in (3.17) and (3.18) respec-
tively. Hence, we can apply the Lemma 3.3.2 to the sequences {a(A))AGA and 
{ " ( A ) W . 
The following lemma is due to Carleson [37 • 
Lemma 3.3.3 Letp{X), X e A be a sequence ofpositive numbers such that 
E 州 ^ iQi 
Q(A)CQ 
for every dyadic cube Q. Then for every sequence w{X) > 0； A G A，we have 
Yw{X)p{X) < f w{x)dx, (3.27) 
f^A J^^ 
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where w(x) = supQ(^x)3x^W-
Proof: Let 
1 1 if 0 < t < w(X) 
x{\t) = { . 
I 0 otherwise 
Then ExeA^i^)PW = CZxeAX{^t)p{X)dt. For t > 0, let 
^t = {x : w{x) > t} = U{Q(A) : w(A) > t}. 
Using Chebyshev's inequality [20] and observed that J^ |^^t 二 /服，w{x)dx, we 
have 
Qt| < t_i / w(x)dx, 
JRn 
We may suppose that this integral is finite, because, if not, (3.27) is trivially true. 
Let Qk denote the maximal dyadic cubes contained in Vtf ^t is the union 
of the Qk and, for t > 0, we have 
E x ( A , t ) p ( A ) < ^ p(A) = X ^ E P W < E l Q ^ I = l^^l-
AeA Q{X)Cftt k Q{X)CQk ^ 
Thus 
noo 
Y,w{X)p{X) = / ^x(A,t)p(A)dt 
AeA Jo AeA 
poo 
< / \nt\dt 
Jo 
= / w{x)dx. • 
JR^ 
By using Carleson,s lemma and Proposition 3.3.1，we obtain the following 
proposition which yields the construction of the operators R and S . 
Proposition 3.3.4 Let T : V{W) — r>'(r) be an integral operator with kernel 
H{x,y) as in (3.23) and is weakly continuous on L^{W). Then T can be ex-
tended as a continuous linear operator on L^{W) if and only ifJ2xeA «(入)妙入(工)^ 
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BMO, or, equivalently, if there is a constant C such that, for every dyadic cube 
Q, 
^ | a ( A ) | 2 ^ Q | . (3.28) 
Q(A)CQ 
Proof: Since T satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) in the Definition 3.1.3, 了⑴ G BMO and 
JOx{y)dy 二 1. By Proposition 3.3.1, we obtain the following inequality 
Y ^ KA)|^<C|Q|， 
Q(A)eQ 
which show that (3.28) is necessary. 
Let f e L^{W). Then 
叩 ) 二 [ 聊 籍 “ 工 ) ， 
AGA 
where 6x{f) = f f{y)Ox{y)dy. Since the wavelets ^x form an orthonormal basis 
for L^(R^), we have 
l|T(/)||^ = :E|a(A)|2|A(/)|2. 
AeA 
Now, let p{X) = |a(A)p, w{X) 二 |6>A(/)P and apply Carleson's lemma, we obtain 
V|a(A)H^A(/)r< [ w{x)dx, 
t^A J^ n 
where w(cc) = /*(x)^ and f*(x) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f. 
Since f^n r{x)'dx < C\\f\\l We finally get 
l|T(/)||^<C||/||i 
which show that (3.28) is sufficient. • 
Let's summarize our founding in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3.5 Let a{X) and f3{X) be defined as in (3.17) and (3.18). Let R 
and S be integral operators defined by kernels Hi{x,y) = 5]入白人<^(入)^^入(工)没入(2/) 
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and H2{x,y) = EAGA/^(^)^AWV^A(y) respectively, as in Lemma 3.3.2. Then R 
and S are the Calder6n-Zygmund operators satisfies R{1) 二 T(1) ,R^l) = 0； 
则 二 0 and S*{1)=T'{1). 
The above proposition give us the operators R and S we have been try to 
construct. The proof of the T(l)-Theorem is complete by previous remarks on 
the operator N. 
3.4 Some recent results on the T(l)-Theorem 
The kernel conditions in Definition 3.1.3 was first weakened by Y. Meyer [28], 
who replace the kernel estimates in the Definition 3.1.3 (i), (ii), (iii) by the integral 
estimates: 
sup [ {\K{x,y)\ + \K{y,x)\)dy<C, (3.29) 
r>0 Jr<\x-y\<2r 
and 
sup { / {\K{x + u,y + v)-K{x,y)\)dx 
r>0>|+|t;|<r J2kr<\x-y\<2k+^r 
[ {\K{x + u, y + v) — K(x, y)l)dy} = B{k), (3.30) 
J2^r<lx-y{<2^+^r 




In [16], Y. S. Han and S. Hofmann consider a slightly weaker version of 
Meyer's conditions (3.30): 
sup { {\K{x^u,y + v)-K{x,y)\)dx 
r>0>|+|v|Sr J2jr<\x-y\ 




^ 7 ( i ) < 0 0 . (3.33) 
j=i 
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Since 7(j) $ E ^ ^ ^ W ' it is easy to see that (3.31) implies (3.33). Of course, if 
B{j) or 7 ( j ) < C2_> for some e > 0, then (3.31) and (3.33) are equivalent. 
In [10], Deng Donggao, Yan Lixin and Yang Qixiang obtain a stronger 
result which improve both Meyer's and Han-Hofmann's conditions in some sense. 
The main result of Deng , Yan and Yang in [10] is as follows: 
Theorem 3.4.1 Let T be an operator as in Definition 3.1.3 (iv), and it associ-
ated with a kernel K{x,y) satisfying (3.29) and 
oo 
E ^ / i ^ 糊 < o o (3.34) 
k=l 
where B{k) is defined as in (3.30). Then T can be extend to a hounded operator 
on L^ if and only ifT{l) G BMO, T*(1) G BMO and T satisfies 
(T0,¢)1 < cr[||0||oo + |^|V0||oo][||V |^|oo + t||V^||oo], (3.35) 
for and ¢, ^ G V and diam supp0 < t，diam supp^ < t. 
Chapter 4 
Singular Values of Compact 
Pseudodifferential Operators 
This chapter discuss two results of Heil, Ramanathan and Topiwala [17]. The 
first one is about the asymptotic decay ofthe singular values ofcompact operators 
arising from the Weyl correspondence. The Weyl correspondence is a formalism 
that bijectively associates to any continuous linear operator L : 5 ( r ) ~^ S'{W) 
a distributional symbol a e <S'(R^). The motivating problem is to find sufficient 
conditions on symbol which ensure that the corresponding operator has singular 
values with a prescribed rate of decay. 
The second one is a new development and improvement of the Calder6n-
Vaillancourt Theorem in the context of the Weyl Correspondence. The classical 
Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem for the Weyl correspondence states that the pseu-
dodifferential operator L�is a bounded operator on L^W) if a G C^^+i(R2n)_ jn 
the following, we will discuss the theorem in a more general form, which stated 
in terms of Holder-Zygmund classes A ' ( r ) such that L^ is bounded on L^{W) 
if (7 G A2^+ (^R2n) for all e > 0. 
The Weyl correspondence plays an important role in a variety of contexts, 
including quantum mechanics and partial differential equations. A detail descrip-
72 
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tion of the Weyl calculus can be found in [13 . 
4.1 Background 
4.1.1 Singular Values 
Let X and Y be normed spaces. An linear operator T : X ^ Y is called com-
pact iffor every bounded subset M o f X , the image T(M) is relatively compact, 
that is the closure T(M) is compact. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and B{H) be the space of all bounded 
linear operators mapping H into itself equipped with the usual operator norm 
卜||石(丑).Let L* be the adjoint ofL, then L*L is a positive operator. Let L e B{H) 
be a compact operator, then L*L is compact as well and has a discrete spectrum 
tending towards zero. We define the singular value Sk{L) of L to be the square 
root of the A:-th largest eigenvalue of L*L. Let rank(T) denote the dimension of 
the range of the operator T and let 
ak{L) 二 inf{||L — 了丨丨叫丑）:rank(T) < k} (4.1) 
be the approximation numbers of L. Since H is a separable Hilbert space, the 
singular values of a compact operator L coincide with the approximation numbers 
of L, i.e., Sk{L) 二 ak{L) (see [15] for the proof). 
4.1.2 Schatten Class Xp 
One way of quantifying the rate of decay of the singular values of a compact 
operator L is by determining the F class to which they belong. This leads to the 
definition of the Schatten class Xp as the set of all compact operators L G B{H) 
for which the sequence of singular values {sk{L)} is in P. In particular, 2oo is the 
space of all compact operators on H. Other useful identifications are that Ii is the 
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space of all trace-class operators on H, and I2 is the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on H. 
The Schatten class Xp is a Banach space under the norm 
, , " � 1 / ( E ^ _ P l ^ o o , 
||^ l|lp = ll{5fc(I')>||/P = , n , n r ( ) 
[sup；^ Sk{L) = s i ( L ) = L B{H) P = 00 . 
The singular values of two compact operators Li, L2 obey the inequality 
Sfc+/+i(Li + L2) < Sk+i{Li) + sz+1(L2)， 
As a consequence, the following refinement of (4.1) holds for L G X2' 
Y , Sk{LY < inf{||L — T|||, : rank(T) < N} . (4.3) 
k>N 
This inequality will play a key role in our later estimates. 
4.1.3 The Ambiguity Function and the Wigner Distribu-
tion 
Let S{W) be the set of all infinitely differentiable functions 4> on W such that 
all their derivatives remain bounded when multiplied by arbitrary polynomials. 
One can define a denumerable collection of seminorms || . ||a,/5 on S{W) as 
Wla,i3 二 s u p \X^D^^{X) • 
x6R" 
Here we use conventional notation: 
Q|3i Q|3n 
& < 1 . . . C ^ , 乃 ^ 碎 … ⑩ ， （4.4) 
a = (a i , . . . , an ) and (3 = ( / ^ , - . - , A 0 are n-tuples of natural numbers. The 
function space S{W) is called the Schwartz class of functions. 
A tempered distribution is a linear functional on <S(R )^ that is continuous 
in the topology on S{W) induced by this family of seminorms. The set of all 
tempered distributions with this weak topology is denoted by <S'(R^) 
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In order to define the Weyl correspondence, we need the (cross-)ambiguity 
function and the (cross-)Wigner distribution of f,g e L^{W). 
Definition 4.1.1 Let a 二 (p, q) G W x E" and let 
p{a)f{x) = p(p,q)m = e — e 2 — / O r + p ) (4.5) 
be the time-frequency shift of /. The (cross-)amhiguity function A of f,g e 
L^{W) is defined by the following relation: 
A{f,g){p,q) 二 {p{p.q)f,g) (4.6) 
= e — J e2_T/(rr + p)^^d2; 
= I e'"'^"/(^ + |)p(^-|) dx. 
It is clear from the Schwarz inequality that A{f, g) is always a bounded, 
continuous function on R^^  satisfying ||A(/,5OI|00 < ||/||L2(Rn)|M|L2(M”-
The function A can be extended in an obvious way from a sesquilinear 
map defined on L^{W) x L^(R^) to a linear map A defined on the tensor product 
L^{W) (g) L^(R^), which is naturally isomorphic to L^{R^^). Namely, if F e 
L2(R2n), we define 
A{F){p, q) = J e"_F(x + ^p, 1 - ^p) dx • (4.7) 
We then have A{f, g) 二 身 / 0 g), where f 0 g{x, y) = f{x)g{y). A is the 
composition ofthe measure-preserving change of variables {x,p) — {x+^p, x-^p) 
with inverse Fourier transformation in the first variable. Therefore it is unitary on 
L2(R2”，maps 5(M^^) onto itself, and extends to a continuous bijection S'{R^^) 
onto itself. Analogous of these facts transfer back to A on ^^(R^) x ^^(R^), 
S {W) X <SQT) and <S'(R^) x <S (^R )^. 
Definition 4.1.2 The (cross-)Wigner distribution W off,g G L^{W) is the 
Fourier transform of the amhiguity function off and g, i.e, 
W{f,g) {^,x) = m ^ m x ) (4.8) 
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= 1 1 A(/,^)b,^)e-2*^^) dpdq 
= I e-2*4(x + ¥ g ( x - � d p . 
By similar consideration as the ambiguity function, the Wigner distribution 
extends from a bilinear map W : L^(R^) x L^(W') — L^{R^^) to a unitary map W 
of L2(R2n) onto itself which is also a continuous bijection of S(R^^) and <S'(R^ )^ 
onto themselves. Analogous ofthese facts transfer back to W on L^(W)xL^(W), 
S(W) X S{W) and S'{W) x <S'OT). 
By elementary calculations, one can obtain the following useful facts about 
the Wigner distribution [13 . 
Proposition 4.1.3 Let f, g G L^{W), a, b, c, d G W and p be defined as in (4.5). 
Then 
(i) W{f,g) e L2(R2n) ujith \\W{f,g)\\L2 = WfhAl9WL^-




=g7Ti(6c-ad)g27ri((a-c)e+(6-d)x)^ (J^  ^ )(^ — (¾ + ¢/)/2, X + (a + c)/2). 
(vi) (Moyal,s Identity) {W{fug1),W{f2,g2)) 二�/i，/2〉〈"2,Pi�. 
4.1.4 Weyl Correspondence 
Definition 4.1.4 Let a G 5'(R^^) and f,g G 5(肥)，the pseudodifferential oper-
ator L�: <S(R^) ~> <S'(Rn) is defined implicitly hy the following relation: 
{ L J , g ) = {c7,W{gJ)) (4.9) 
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= ( ^ , W ^ ) 
= J J cj{^,x)W{f,g){tx) d^dx 
The distribution a is called the symbol of the operator L^ and L^ is called the 
Weyl transform of a. The Weyl correspondence is the one to one map between a 
and the operator L^. Explicitly, the kernel form of the operator L^ is given by 
LJ{x) = 1 1 a(C, ^ ) e ^ - ( - ^ ) ^ / ( ^ ) dyd^ • (4.10) 
We will also use the notation a{D, X) to denote the operator L^. 
Of course, operator L^ arising from distributional symbol a G S{R^^) will 
be defined a priori only on the Schwartz class of function and will take values in 
the space of tempered distributions <S'(r). It is therefore natural to ask when a 
symbol is associated with a bounded operator on L^{W). The following theorem 
summarizes some known facts along these lines and the proof can be found in 
13], [31], [18；. 
Theorem 4.1.5 Given 1 < p < 2，let p' satisfy • + ^ = 1. Then the Weyl 
correspondence is a continuous mapping of symbol a e L^(R^^) to operators L^ ^ 
Xp!, i.e, there exists a constant Cp so that 
M x , , < ^plkl|LP , Va G " (R2n) , 
Moreover, for p = 2 the Weyl correspondence is a unitary bijection of L^(R^^) 
onto X2. In particular, 
||L,||x, = |Mk2 , Va G L2(R2^ • (4.11) 
Remarks: In the theory of pseudodifferential operators one customarily asso-
ciates to a symbol a{^ x) the operator a{D, X)KN ("KN" for "Kohn-Nirenberg") 
defined by 
a{D,X)KNf{x) = I a{tx)e'^'^^m d^ (4.12) 
= / j<y^4e"_-")4bJ)dydl 
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which bears an evident resemblance to (4.10). Just with the Weyl correspon-
dence, one can verify the map a ^ a(D,X)KN is an isomorphism from <S'(M )^ 
to the space of continuous linear maps from S{W) to <S'(R^). The distributional 
kernel of a(D, X)KN is K(x, y) = {Tia){y - oo, x), where JF,- denotes the Fourier 
transform in the j-th variable. 
The motivation for the definition (4.12) is that if a is a polynomial in ¢, 
say cr{^,x) = En<ifcO^^(^)^"' then 
a {D,X)KNf{x ) = X ^ a^{x)D-f {x) , (4.13) 
l^ l<fc 
so one obtains differential operators written in the usual way, with the differen-
tiations on the right. 
For the Weyl correspondence with the same polynomial a(^,x), 
•聊=|EE^ 4!2IH|D^^ (W^， （4.14) 
(Here "/3 < a" means that /¾ < aj for all j). The relation between the Weyl and 
Kohn-Nirenberg symbols for an operator, which derived by Moyal [29], is state 
in the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.1.6 Ifa G <S'(R2”，then cr[D,X)KN = (Ta)(D,X) where 
f^(p,g) = e-^'''a(p,q) • 
4.1.5 Gabor Frames 
A subset A C R^^ is a rectangular lattice if it has the form A 二 aiZ x . •. x a2n^ 
with cLi > 0. The density d{A) of A is given by 
d{A) = ~ - ~ ~ . 
CLl • . • tt2n 
The lattice is square if ai = . •. 二 a2n. 
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If g e L^{W), A c R2n is a rectangular lattice and p is defined as in (4.5), 
then the collection of functions {p{a)g)aeA is called the Gahor system generated 
by g and A, which is a collection of time-frequency shifts of g along A. 
Gabor's fundamental work [14] proposed using a Gabor system generated 
by the Gaussian function 
c|>{x) = 2 � e - n 2， (4.15) 
and a lattice A with density d{A) = 1. This system is complete in L ^ W ) but 
it is not a frame. Seip and Wallsten [34] [35], established, for one-dimensional 
case n 二 1, that the Gaussian function 4> will generate a Gabor frame for L^{R) 
for any rectangular lattice A on R^ with density d{A) > 1. There is a simple 
extension on W • 
Theorem 4.1.7 IfA is a rectangular lattice in R^^  with density d{A) > 1, then 
the Gabor system {p{a)^]aeA “ ^ franw for ^^(M"). 
Proof: Let A^ be rectangular lattices on M^  with d{Ak) > 1 such that A = 
Ai X . •. X An. Let Pi be defined as in (4.5) with n = 1 and 0 be one-dimensional 
Gaussian function. By using the one-dimensional result of Seip and Wallst6n, 
{pi(A)(/>)AeAfc are frames for L (^M). 
By using the fact that L^{W^+^) = L2(R^) 0 L ^ W ) and (viii) of Propo-
sition 1.5.1, 
{ M A l ) 0 0 . . . 0 P l ( A n ) < A i , . . , A ^ A i X . . . x A n ( 4 - 1 6 ) 
is a frame for L^(R^), and (4.16) is the desired Gabor system. • 
Lemma 4.1.8 Let A be a rectangular lattice in R^^  with density d{A) > 1. Let 
¢^ 二 p[a)^ and A^, B^ to be the frame bounds for the frame {^a)aeA- ^^ 
further let {^a}aeA to be the dual frame of{^a]aeA- Ifwe define 
y ^ y"«w» - " ^ 
$a,/3 = W{^a,如）and ^a,^ 二 W{^a:如） 
and set T = A x A. Then {$a,^>(a,/3)er is a frame for L^{R^^) with frame bounds 
A\, Bl, dual frame {^a,p]{a,p)er, cmA dual frame bounds B^^ ； ^X^-
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Proof: First, note that the dual frame {^a]aeA of the Gabor frame {^a]aeA is 
itself a Gabor frame using the same lattice but a different generating function 
0 二 S -^i(^  G L^{W), where S is the frame operator for {¢a}aeA (see Chapter 1 
for the definition of frame operator). Using the same fact as in the proof of The-
orem 4.1.7, { U x ) ^ ] i a , ^ ) e r forms a frame for L'{W^) = L ^ ( r ) 0 L ^ V ) , 
where T 二 A x A. By the discussion after Definition 4.1.1, we have W{^a,如)= 
W{^a{x)J^), where W is a unitary mapping of L^{W^) onto itself. Since 
frames are preserved by unitary mappings, then {^a,p]{a,p)er is a frame for 
L2(R2n) with dual frame {$a,�}(a,^er. The frame bounds of {$a,/3>(a,/3)er and 
{$a,/3>(a,/3)Gr follows fiom (v), (viii) of Proposition 1.5.1. • 
For later use, we need 
Proposition 4.1.9 
$K,X) 二 $o,o(e,x) 二 TnA<^(e,z) = 2 � — 2吨 2 + 约 (4.17) 
Proof of Proposition 4.1.9: By definition, we have 
m^) = w{c^,m.^) 
二 |e-2*^+lmx-l)dp 
= J g-27Tipe . 2W4g-7T(x+f)2 . 2n/4g-7T(x-|)2 办 
二 2 ^ J e—2_€ . e-邓一+譬）dp 
= 2 ^ e " 2 ^ ^ ' . 2—几/2 J e—2_€-^4 dp . 
To prove (4.17), we need to show that 
2-n/2 J g-27Tipe-7r^  dp = e—'^ ^ • 
This can be done by completing the square, change of variable and use the fact 
that 
[ e - � x 二 (27T /^2 • 
JR^  
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Let a = (ai, a2), P = {Pu P2) € M^ x『，we define the linear transforma-
tion M : R2n X R2n — ]^ 4n ^y the fomula 
M(a , /?) = M K , a . , A，/¾) = ( - ^ ^ ， ^ 4 ^ , «1 - A , ^2 - A ) • (4.18) 
Then by direct computation, we obtain 
W{p{a)f, p{P)g) = p ( M ( a , 蒙 ( / , g) , (4.19) 
where the domain of p on the left is R^^ whereas the domain of p on the right is 
R4". 
Note that by using equation (4.19) and the notations in Lemma 4.1.8，we 
obtain 
$a,/5 = W(0a,如）=P(M(C^, /^))^， （4.20) 
while ^a denote the time-frequency shift of 0 G L \ W ) by a G R2n and the 
notation a^,|3 describe a time-frequency shift of $ by M{a,f3) G M^". 
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4.2 Singular Values of L^ 
Our main task in this section is to estimate the decay of the singular values 
of the Weyl correspondence and the main theorem is state in the following. Since 
a e Z/2(R2n), La is a compact operator. Hence, we can consider the singular 
values Sk{La) of L^. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Ifa e L^(R^^), then there exists constants e,C1,C2 > 0 such 
that the singular values of the Weyl transform L^ satisfy 
^ 5 . ( L . r < C i 5 , ( C 2 i V ^ / ^ - ) , (4.21) 
k>N 
for every N > 0，where 
S,{r) = ||a • XBcWl2 + ||a . XBcWh + e-一 {\W . XsMh + ||^  . XBrWl^) . (4.22) 
In particular, 
s , , { K f < 。 柳 广 . (4.23) 
To prove Theorem 4.2.1, we have to get the approximation of the symbols 
a. Given any symbols a G L^(R^^), we can use Proposition 1.5.1 and Lemma 
4.1.8 to expand a in terms of the frame {^a,p]{a,p)er' 
a = X^ (a, t , � $ a , / 3 • (4.24) 
(a,/5)er 
This series converges unconditionally in L^-norm. Let f,g G L^{W), we 
can therefore perform the calculation on the Weyl transform Ly. 
{LJ,g) 二 {a,W{gJ)) 
二 Y^〈〜^，/3〉〈$«,/3，评(",/)〉 
(a,/5)er 
= ^ {a,^a,^){W{^a,M,W{gJ)) 
(a,_r 
二 Z {a,^a,p){f ,M{^a.g) • (Use Moyal's identity) 
{c^,P)er 
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Hence, 
L,f= Y1 (a,$a,^)( / ,0/5)0.- (4-25) 
(",/5)er 
The partial sums formed by truncating (4.24) can be used to construct fi-
nite rank approximations of L^. In later sections, we will design such a truncation 
to facilitate the estimation. 
Let Br = {x e R2^ : |rr| < r} and define IV - r n M-^{BN x E^v), where 
M is defined in (4.18). Then we set 
^ = E (^, ^a,^) $.,^ . (4.26) 
{a,P)eVN 
Since {^a,^} is not an exact frame, (4.26) is not the frame expansion of cfN. By 
a similarly calculation, the Weyl transform L � o f ON is given by 
L . N f = E (a,<^a,^)(/,^) 0a • (4.27) 
{a,P)eTN 
Lemma 4.2.2 There exists a constant R so that for every N, we have 
rank(L,^) < R N ^ • (4.28) 
Proof: Let # denote the counting measure and |. | denote the Lebesgue measure. 
From (4.27), we have rank(LjJ < # { a G R^ n ： (a,/3) G 1^} . By definition, 
rjv C M-\BN X BN) C B2N X B2N, so {a e R2n ： {a,P) G 1^ } C A n ^ i v - The 
result then follows from the observation that 
lim ^ , N ) 二 • ) , 
N—oo J^2N 
and the fact that the volume of B2N is |B2iv| 二 (27V)^ ^|i5i|. • 
By (4.3), the singular values of L^ are controlled by the error between L^ 
and La^ in the &-norm. 
Lemma 4.2.3 
E s M < A f Y 1 |(c7,^a,^)r • (4-29) 
fc>rank(La^) (a,/3)er\rAr 
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Proof: Note that a - ajv = E(a,^er\r^r�A^a，/5�^a,/5 and {$«,/?} has frame 
bounds B f , A f . By (4.3) 
^ Sk{L,f < inf{||L, — T|||^  : rank{T) < rank{L,^)} 
fc>rank(L<7^) 
< 11^ 0- — o^-Arlll2 
二 |cT — aAr||i2 (Use Theorem 4.1.5) 
二 II Y . (cr,^a,/5) ^ a A h 
{a,l3)eT\rN 
< Af [ |〈仏,,〉|2.口 
(a,/5)er\rv 
Our main task in the following is to estimate the right hand side of (4.29). 
To do this, we first set up some notations. Note that if A is a square lattice, then 
M ( r ^ ) 二 Af(r) n 狗 x B^) and M ( r ) C ^ r = ^A X ^A . (4.30) 
So, 
M(rVTiv) c ^A n ( ¾ X B ^ f 
= { \ K ^ B % ) x { \ K n B % ) . 
We also have 
$(e,o:) = 2"e-2-((2+a:2) and $(p,Q) = e _ " ( " + f ) / 2 . 
Define 
G{i,x) 二 2 ^ e - ^ 2 + o : 2 ) a n d H(p,q) = e_^(p2+^2 , 
so that G^ 二 $ and H^ = 4 . If we let r^ to be the translation operator such that 
T^f{a) 二 / ( a - /3). By direct computation, we obtain 
p{fi, u)^ = p{^JL, v)G • r_^G and p(^, ^)^ = p{p, fi)H • r-^H. 
Moreover, a Gabor system generated by any Gaussian function on any arbi-
trary rectangular lattice always has a upper frame bound. Hence, the sequences 
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{p(M，0G}(A#|r and {p(z/,M)^>(;,,.)eir would have upper frame bounds B c 
and Bn respectively. 
Lemma 4.2.4 
E | ( a , $ . , , ) P < c ( E lk - r_ ,|| i .+ ^ W^-r^HWl.). (431) 
{a,^)eT\TN /xe|Ansg "e|Ansg 
Proof: 
E l�q^ a，/^〉|2 (4.32) 
{a,p)er\TN 
二 Y^ l{a,p{M{a,pmi' 
(a,/3)er\r^r 
= Y^ |(a,p(M,i^ )^ )P 
Ou,")eM(r\rAr) 
< ^ ^ |(a,p(M,i^)^)|'+ E E l(^,P(M,^)<^)r- (4.33) 
/xe|Ansg v^\t^ "e|AoBg \x^\K 
We now estimate each of the sums in (4.33). For the first sum, we have 
X： Z K a， p ( " , " W | 2 = E E K " - " G , p ( " , " ) 0 | 2 
/ie|Ans^ v^\k /xe|AnBg i/e|A 
< Bo Y1 Wa'T.^GWl2 . 
Ate|Ansg 
For the second sum, 
E T . \ { - . P M ^ ) \ ' = E E i(-,P(-,M)$(r 
ue^AnB% ^ie^A ue^AnB^ /xe|A 
二 E E i(^ -T.^ ,p(-^ :Mwr 
"e!Ansg Ate|A 
< Bn Y1 W^-TuHWl. . • 
" e ! A D B g 
Lemma 4.2.5 There exists constants e,C1,C2 > 0 such that 
(i) E^G|AnBg Ik . r-,GWl^ < Ci||a • XBoJh + ^2e-^^||a . XB,Jl2， 
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� J2ueiAnBO 11^  • r.HWl. < Ci||a • x^g^^^ |||. + C^e-^^Ha • XB.Jh • 
Proof: We prove only (i) and (ii) is similar. Define 
GN= E ( T - “ 邻 = E 丁-,. 
fxe^AOB^ MG|An5g 
By Tonelli's Theorem [32], 
^ ||a . r.,GWl. = 1 1 |a(C,x)|^;v(e,^) d^dx. 
Ate|AnBg 
Since G is a Gaussian function, we have Ci = sup ||GV||i^ oo < oo. Therefore, 
[[W{^,x)l'GN{^,x) d^dx<CiWa^XB%Jl^ . 
J k / 2 
Further, 
/ / |a(C,x)pGiv(C,^) d^dx < \\GN'XBr,/2\\L°°\\^'XBr,/2\\h-
J ^ BN/2 
However, if { ^ x ) e BN/2 and |^ | > N, then |(^,x) — 1^ > M — ^ /2 , so 
GN{tx) 二 Y^ 2-^-^<iM-^? 
" e | A n s g 
< 2^ ^ e-27T(|"|-iV/2)2 
/xG|AnBg 
< C2 [ e-^^^'dx 
J\x\>N/2 
< C2e-—_\ 
By combining all this, the result follows immediately. • 
We now combine all this lemmas to complete the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1: By combining (4.29) (4.33) and Lamma 4.2.5, we see 
that there exist constants e and C so that 
Y^ Sk{L,f < CS,{N/2), 
fc>rank(Lo-jv) 
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where Se(r) is defined in (4.22). By Lemma 4.2.2, there exists constant R so that 
rank(L^) < RN^^ for every N. Therefore 
Y^ s M ' < CS,{N/2). 
k>RN^^ 
By reparametrizing this equation, we obtain (4.21). Finally, (4.23) follows from 
(4.21) because singular values are arranged in decreasing order, so 
2N 
NsMLaf < E 朴(仏)2 ^ CrS,{C,N'/'n . 口 
fc=AT+l 
4.3 The Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem 
4.3.1 Holder-Zygmund Spaces 
Let k e N, then 
C ^ ( r ) 二 {/ G C{W) : D^f G C{R) if H < A;} (4.34) 
are Banach spaces equipped with the norm 
||/||c^  = E ll^"/lloo . (4-35) 
|a|$fc 
The notation D � i s defined as in (4.4) and |a| 二 X l ; i aj. 
The first step beyond the space C^{W) with k G N are the Holder space 
C ' { W ) with 0 < 8 + integer. The spaces fill the gaps between the spaces C^(M^) 
with k e N. 
Let 0 < a < 1, then we introduce the norm 
, . I 丨 /⑷ - f { y ) l (A 糊 
WfWc^ = ll/lloo + sup |^_^|, , (4.3t)) 
where the supremum is taken over all x G W and y G W with x / y. Let s G R, 
then we put 
s = [s] + {s} , (4.37) 
where [s] is integer, whereas 0 < { s } < 1. 
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Definition 4.3.1 Let 0 < s + integer, then the Hdlder-Zygmund spaces A'(M^) 
are defined by 
A „ = { / G C ( R , ： ||/||A3 二 ||/||c[s] + Y 1 l l^" / l lcw < � } • (4.測 
H=M 
4.3.2 Smooth Dyadic Resolution of Unity 
Definition 4.3.2 We call {灼}告。C C^(M^) a smooth dyadic resolution ofunity 
in W if (fj satisfy 
，、supp^o C { i G M^  ： |e| < 2}, (4 邪） 
‘supp^fc C {e G� :2於—1 < |e| < 2奸1}， k G N, 
V 
oo 
jyAO = i, ^f e ^ M- (4.40) 
j=o 
and for any multi-index a, 
sup 2^ >1 \D^^j{i)\ < oo (4.41) 
eeM", jGNo 
Example: Let 例 be an C ^ function on W with snppcpo C {^ G W ：旧 < 2} 
and ^o{0 = 1 if lfl < 1. Then {(^,}~o defined by 
从0 = ^o(2-^0 — M^-'^'0 , j ^ N , (4.42) 
is a smooth dyadic resolution of unity. 
Let cp e C(R^), the operator K^ is defined by 
〜 / = i^Tr- (4.43) 
If (p G C~, (4.43) make sense for any f G S'. 
By [40], we have the following characterization of the Holder-Zygmund 
classes. Let $ = Wj)T=o be a smooth dyadic resolution of unity in W and let 
JC^p be defined as in (4.43), 
A^(R^) = [f e <S' : sup2^iX:^,/||oo < o o j (4.44) 
^ i>o ) 
in the sense of equivalent norms. 
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4.3.3 The proof of the Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem 
The Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem is states as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.3 Ifa G A'(R^") with s > 2n, then L�is a hounded operator on 
L 2 ( � ) . 
The proof of this theorem use Gabor frame expansions in a different man-
ner than previous sections. We still want to approximate the symbol a by symbol 
a^. In order that aN share the smoothness properties of a yet be an element 
of L^{W), we choose a smooth, compactly supported, non-negative function 
m e C^{R^^) satisfying m{^,x) 二 1 if |(C,x)| < 1 and define, 
a ^ ( e , ^ ) - r n ( | , ^ M e , x ) . (4.45) 
Note that by definition, aN converges to a uniformly on compact sets. 
Lemma 4.3.4 Let r^j/(-) = /(. — /?) be the translation operator as before and let 
rj= (^i^,_i^JL^). Then 
|〈印，屯《，/3〉| = | ( 7 ^ 少 ) ( 《 - 州 （4.46) 
Proof : By (4.18) and (4.20), we can compute as follows: 
W,^a, /5) 二 (a^,p (M(a ,^) )$ ) 
二 C / / — ( 水 時 1 - 酬 " 2 - 細 
^ / , a2 + P2 , «1 + A \ , . , 
X $ K ^ , r + ~ ~ o “ “ 狀 如 
\ Z L / 
= C J jaN[lx、e—24ar_MT”^《,x)dWoo 
=C{a7^^){o^-P) • 口 
The key to the proof of the Calder6n-Vaillancourt Theorem is to show 
that there is a sequence k = {k{a)} G /i(A), independent of N and such that 
{a^, ^a,^)l < k{a — /?), then we could use the uniform pointwise convergence of 
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aN to ¢7 on compact sets to derive a weak convergence of L � t o L^. Hence, L^ 
is bounded on L^{W). 
Proposition 4.3.5 Let a G S'{R^^) and k 二 {A:(a)} G l^{A) be a nonnegative 
sequence. Assume that 0> G L^(M^^) are such that 
l {c7N,^a,^)l<Hc^-0) V a , / ^ e A (4.47) 
and suppose that L^^ ] L�weakly as operators from S{W) to 5'(R^), i.e. 
{L^^f, g) ^ {L^f, g) for all f,g G 5(R^). Then the operator L^ is hounded 
on L^{W) and its operator norm satisfies 
WL.hiL^)<Al'WkWi. , (4.48) 
where A^^ is the dual frame bound in Lemma 4.l.8. 
Proof: Since each L _ is a bounded operator on L^{W). By (4.25), we have 
{La^f.g) 二 Y1 {(TN,^a,p){f,M{^a,9)-
a,peA 
Let u 二 {K / ,^0| } and ^ = {|(0a,^)|}- Then for each f,g G ^^(R-) we have 
l{La^f,g)l < Y1 |(cTiV,^a,/3)(/,^)(0a,^)| 
a,|3eA 
< Y , k{a-f3)u{P)v{a) 
a,peA 
= { k * u, v)i2 
< ||A;||;i . \\u\\i2 . \\v\\i2 (Young's inequality) 
< A]^^\\k\\ii • ||/||L2 • ||p||L2, 
where { ^ J is the dual frame of {cj)a} with frame bounds B^^ and A^^. It follows 
immediately from this that L � i s bounded on L^{W) if L �— K weakly as 
operators form <S(R )^ to <S'(M )^. • 
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Recall that the Weyl correspondence employs the Wigner distribution to 
define 1-1 correspondence between tempered distribution a e S'{R^^) and the 
pseudodifferential operators L^ ： S{W) ~> S'{W). In particular, if a G C(E^^) 
and aN is defined by (4.45), then the aN are uniformly bounded in L^ norm and 
converges to a uniformly on compact sets. Since for each f,g G S{W), we have 
{L,f,g) — {L,J^g) 二 {o — ciN,W{gJ)) with W{gJ) G S{R'^) it follows that 
L �— L a weakly. 
一•-«" — 
Next, we want to estimate the decay of {aN • r^<^)H independently of N 
and r]. From now on, let vo e C ^ be a function such that supp(^;o) C {7 ^ 
W . |7| < 2} and such that ;^o(7) = 1 if M < 1- For each j > 0 define 
Vj{j)=孙(2一巧）-1；0(2一()—1)7) as in the example. Then {巧}~0 is a smooth 
dyadic resolution of unity. For our purpose, we will impose additional restrictions 
on 孙，namely that 1/2 < vo{j) < 1 when 1 < |7| < 3/2 and that 0 < ^0(7) < 1/2 
when 3/2 < |7| < 2. Then since 巧(7) 二 外(2—("^ —1)7) for each j > 0, we have 
3 • 2^-2 < |7| < 3 • 2^ '-^  , Vj > 0, =^ ^ < ^,(7) < 1 • 
Now |7| is comparable to 2^  if 7 G supp^ ;^  and ^^(7) is comparable to 1 if 7 is in 
the annulus 3 . 2^ ~^  < |7| < 3 . 2 '^"\ which is contained in supp%-. 
Lemma 4.3.6 Let {vj]^Q be the smooth dyadic resolution of unity defined as 
above. Let f G A^ with s > 0，and let t = s — e > 0 with e < 1. Suppose 
^ G S{W), then there exists a constant C, independent ofj and b, such that 
\\vj^{f-ni^)\W < C2- ' ' (4.49) 
Proof: First, note that there exists a constant Ci independent of b such that 
|/.TV0||As < CiWfWAs . 
Therefore, by the norm equivalence (4.44), 
C2 = supsup 2^ 1^1¾ * ( / . n^p)WLoo < 00 . (4.50) 
b j>0 
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Our goal is to obtain a similar result with L^ replaced by L^ and s replaced by 
t 二 s — e. Fix b and j, and define B 二 B2e"n(6), the ball of radius 2咖 centered 
at b. Then by (4.50), 
j l{vj^{f-n^)){x)l dx < |5|||^*(M-^)||Loo 
B < \Bi\{2^'T-C22-'' = Cs2-'^, (4.51) 
where Bi is ball of radius 1. 
In order to derive a similar estimate for the integral outside B, define 
Fi 二 f . 动 . X i f i and F2 二 f . 7v0 . (1 - Xie) , 
so that Vj * ( / . n^ ) = Vj * Fi + Vj * F2. Then it suffices to show that ||^  * FilUi < 
C2-'3 for some constant C. Note that Vj{x) 二 2)-1^/1(2^½) and that • and 
vi are both Schwartz-class functions, hence decay faster than any polynomial. 
In particular, for each M there exists a constant K = K ( M ) so that |V^ (x)|, 
iJi(x)| < K\x\-^. Hence, 
|7Jj(T)| < i^2"^-i|2j-�|—M < i^2-(M+i)-(M+i)"^'|r|-M , Vx e R^. 
Now, if rr 孝 B and y G |5, then |x — y\ > |rr - b\/2. Hence, for each oc, 
|(^>Fi)(x)| < [ |A(z-WiM2/)|^ 
J\B 
< ||/|kocM|LooK2-(^l)-(M+l))'/ | x - 2 / | - M ^ 
_ J\B 
1 / _u\-M 
< | | / | M H | L o c K 2 - ( ^ ) - ( ^ l ) ) | > ( ^ ) 
=Q2-(i+M—%-6|-M， 
with C4 depending on M, but not on b or x. Therefore, taking M > n and 
M > t + € — 1, we have 
[\vj * F,{x)l dx < C52-(i+M-�< Cs2_tj, (4.52) 
JB� 
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with C5 depending only on M. Finally, it we also take M > tn/e, then 
/ \Vj * F2(x)| dx < ||^ -||Li . 11^ 2 • Xj3c|U°° 
JB^ 
< |Ki||Li • Wfh^ • Wni^ • xsc|U^> 
< ||A||Li • ||/l|iz^  - K s u p | x - 6 | " ^ 
— x^B 
< c � _ — � 
< Cs2_tj, (4.53) 
with Ce depending only on M. combining (4.51), (4.52) and (4.53), we obtain 
(4.49). • 
Lemma 4.3.7 Suppose we have the assumptions ofLemma 4.3.6, then there exist 
a constant C, depending only on n, ^p and f , such that 
\ { f ^ m \ < C ( 寧 ） t , V7,6G r . (4-54) 
Proof: By Proposition 4.3.6, we have equation (4.49). If 7 ^ 股几 is given, then 
3 . 2—2 < |7| < 3 . 2—1 for some j, so 
^ • - “  
, j , w �， W v j ' { f ' n ^ ) h ^ 
l ( / - T _ ( 7 ) l < ^ " 福 
< 2||^  * (/-TV0)llz^i 
< 2C2-0 (Use(4.49)) 
< - ( ^ r -
By combining Lemma 4.3.6 and Lemma 4.3.7, we can prove Theorem 4.3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.3: Assume that a e A'(M^), and let GN be defined by 
(4.45). Fix t = s - e > 0. Then by (4.46) and Lemma 4.3.7, there exists a 
constant C, independent of N, such that 
|(a;v,^M)|<C(l + (a- /? )^)-^/^ 
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Define k(a) = (1 + a2)_"2. Then k G l^{A) since t > 2n and A is a rectangular 
lattice on R^ .^ Since aN ~> ¢^  uniformly on compact sets, the Weyl transform L � 
converges weakly to L^. Hence the conditions of Proposition 4.3.5 are fulfilled, 
and therefore L^ extends to a bounded operator on L^{W). •. 
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